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Martian Topography Elevations: Data Processing
Final Technical Report NASA Grant NGR 05-003-431
NASA Grant NGR 05-003-431 was awarded to the Space Sciences Laboratory,
University of California, Berkeley on the basis of proposal UCBSSL No. 385
(Revised). The Principal Investigator was Professor K. A. Anderson, Laboratory
Director; and the Project Director was Dr. R. A. Wells.
The funds were administered for the purposes of i) preparing a topographical
elevation contour map of Mars from all data sources available through 1969, in-
cluding ground-based radar and spectroscopic CO2 pressure measurements and the
Mariners 6 and 7 pressure observations; and ii) of partially financing an expedi-
tion to Cerro Tololo Observatory, La Serena, Chile to obser.;. Mars by spectroscopic
methods in 1971 to provide additional pressure data for topographic information.
This report presents the final results and is comprised of the published
papers that appeared in the scientific literature as a result of funding from
NGR 05-003-431. Funds were dispersed before the project could be completed, and
a renewal proposal to continue the project was not re-funded; however, marginal
support was made available to the Project Director through the Space Sciences
Laboratory general operating funds of NASA for its continuation. This latter
funding has resulted in the preparation of a textbook, Morphology of the Planet
Mars by R. A. Wells, which incorporates all of the topographic information funded
by NGR 05-003-431 as well as additional Earth-based data and the Mariner 9 obser-
vations obtained in 1971-72. This text is currently in preparation at D. Reidel
Publishing Company, Dordrecht, Holland with scheduled release date approximately
in the Summer of 1974. Although the work contains more than just the topographic
material referred to above, it can be considered an additional summary for
grant NGR 05-003-431.
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Following is a list of conference papers and lectures given by the
Project Director during the operation of NGR 05-003-431. Following that is a
list of the published papers based on NGR 05-003-431 funding. The last item in
that list regards the Cerro Tololo results in (ii) of the preceeding page, but was
not co-authored by the Project Director- a credit line at the end of that paper
acknowledges the Project Director's contributions to the experiment. Since the
Project Director did not participate in the preparation of the Cerro Tololo paper,
it is accordingly not included with the papers given in this report- a discussion
of the results of this experiment can be found in Morphology of the Planet Mars.
Lectures & Conference Papers given by R. A. Wells (NGR 05-003-431; not included here)
1) "Topography of Mars", Geolog. Soc. Amer., NASA sponsored Mars Symposium,
Washington, D. C., Nov. 1-3 (1971).
2) "Martian Topography: Final Contour Map.from all Data Sources Through 1969",
Amer. Astron. Soc., Div. Planetary Sci. Conference, Kona, Hawaii,
March 20-24 (1972); appears as an (abstract) by the same title in: Bull.
Amer. Astron. Soc.,4, 372 (1972).
3) "Martian, Lunar, & Terrestrial Crusts: A Three-Dimensional Exercise in
Comparative Geophysics", Amer. Astron. Soc., Div. Planetary Sci. Conference,
Kona, Hawaii, March 20-24 (1972); appears as an (abstract) by the same title
in: Bull.Amer. Astron. Soc., 4, 374 (1972).
4) "Martian, Lunar, and Terrestrial Crusts: A 3-Dimensional Exercise in Comparative
Geophysics", NATO Advanced Studies Institute, Univ. Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
England, April 10-19 (1972); for published report see (5) in following
list.
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5) "Results from Mariner 9 and Martian Topography", special seminar, Physique du
Systeme Solaire, Section d'Astrophysique, Observatoire de Paris, Meudon,
France, April 25 (1972).
Published Papers by R. A. Wells (NGR 05-003-431; included in this report):
1) "Analysis of Large-Scale Martian Topography Variations- I: Data Preparation from
Earth-Based Radar, Earth-Based CO02 Spectroscopy, and Mariners 6 and 7 CO2
Spectroscopy", Geophys. J. Roy. Astron. Soc., 27, 101 (1972).
2) "Relief-Darstellung der Marsoberfl~che", (in German), Umschau, 72, 293 (1972).
3) "TOnOFPAMA/I MAPCA no QAHHblIM HA3EMHblX PAAC 1OOKALWOHHbX M3MEPEH1M M
no HA50MJAEMOMY C 3EMM h C KOCMMqECKMX AnnAPATOB 'MAPHHEP-6 h 7'
nOFJ1OUEHM0 CO2" , (in Russian), Astron. Zhur., 49, 607 (1972).
4) "Mars: Are Observed White Clouds Composed of Water?", Nature, 238, 324 (1972).
5) "Martian, Lunar, and Terrestrial Crusts: A 3-Dimensional Exercise in Comparative
Geophysics", in Implications of Continental Drift to the Earth Sciences, vol. 2,
ed. by D. H. Tarling and S. K. Runcorn, 1099, Academic Press, London (1973).
A detailed discussion of Earth-based and Mariner spacecraft observations of Mars
can be found in (preliminary announcement only, included here):
6) Morphology of the Planet Mars, R. A. Wells, D. Reidel Publ. Co., Dordrecht,
Holland, in preparation (1974).
The results of the Cerro Tololo CO2 mapping experiment was issued as (not included here):
7) T. D. Parkinson and D. M. Hunten, "C02 Distribution on Mars", Icarus, 18, 29 (1973).2
Geophys. J. R. astr. Soc. (1972) 27, 101-133.
Analysis of Large-Scale
Martian Topography Variations--
Data Preparation from Earth-Based Radar, Earth-Based COz Spectroscopy, and
Mariners 6 and 7 CO2 Spectroscopy
R. A. Wells
(Received 1971 July 23)
Summary
Four series of investigations have produced data on Martian topographical
variations at spatial resolutions ranging from about 100 to 1000 km. These
experiments were based on the two independent techniques: direct radar
ranging of surface heights on Mars and spectrophotometric observations
of absorptions produced by CO, molecules in the Martian atmosphere.
Primary problems associated with the preparation of a systematic
distribution of surface heights from the four data sets involve the
determination of a zero altitude level common to all sources and the
reorganization of the data points onto a regular grid network. The results
of this data combination process are the production of a surface height
contour map and the preparation of a table of surface heights spaced on a
50 x 50 grid interval. Only the contour map and difficulties associated
with the data preparation are presented with this article; the 50-grid data
form a part of a more detailed analysis of Martian height variations which
will follow in a second paper.
Briefly, Mars possesses unexpectedly pronounced topography which can
have important geophysical consequences. The contour map of Mars
clearly reveals a structural complex of blocks and basins whose distribution
enhances the magnitude of low-degree surface harmonics.
1. Introduction
The planet Mars has long been the target of many kinds of astronomical
observations. Of all the bodies in the solar system, Mars possesses unique observa-
tional characteristics. Its periodic close approaches to the Earth permit relatively
high-resolution ground-based studies to be made: its atmosphere, sufficiently dense
for. spectroscopic observations, is nevertheless thin and clear enough to enable
features on the surface to be seen. As a relatively large member of the 'terrestrial'
group of planets with two moons, it also presents the possibility of having responded
to highly interesting geodynamical processes.
A comprehensive knowledge of the topographical relief at all scales on Mars is
fundamental in the continued observational and theoretical exploration of the planet.
Such information on large scales bears not only on the shape of the surface itself,but also on the relationships with stress/strain effects in the outer crustal layers, the
state of the interior of the planet, and influences on dynamical motions in the
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atmosphere. Smaller-scaled relief provides data on environmental processes such as
regional structuring, localized weather effects, and mass transport of various
atmospheric constituents near ground level. All of these phenomena can affect the
choices of landing sites for future spacecraft missions. Many facets of scientific
interest would thus be served by a more precise morphological definition of the
Martian surface.
Large-scale relief measurements, with which this report is concerned, have been'
derived from two theoretically independent techniques. One is radar ranging, in which
surface heights at the Martian sub-Earth points are directly related to delays in
returning radar echos; and the other, high-resolution CO 2 spectroscopy, in which
the abundance of CO 2 in vertical columns above spatially limited areas is deduced
from absorptions in particular CO 2 bands. The abundance determination provides a
value for the surface pressure of CO2 which can be converted to a surface altitude
above some zero upon adoption of a particular atmospheric model.
Since 1967 these two techniques have been utilized by four diverse groups of
investigators. These sources are: (1) the 1967 radar measurements by Pettengill
et al. (1969), and the 1969 radar determinations by Rogers et al. (1970) using the
Haystack facility; (2) the 1969 radar measurements by Goldstein et al. (1970) using
the JPL Goldstone antenna; (3) the ground-based CO2 measurements made at the
Kitt Peak National Observatory by Belton & Hunten (1969, 1971) and Wells (1969a);
and (4) the Mariner 6 and 7 CO 2 observations of Herr et al. (1970). In addition,
data from the UV experiment on Mariners 6 and 7 were utilized to deduce surface
heights from pressures calculated from UV albedos (Barth & Hord 1971). However,
since this method can be strongly influenced by localized brightness variations
caused by fluctuating aerosol distributions in the atmosphere, no attempts were
made to include these data in this analysis. (Since this report went to press these
data have been finalized and will be included in Paper II.)
This paper presents a combination of the above data sources into a homogeneous
system of surface heights. Each source is treated under the separate headings 2-5;
the preparation of the combined regular array of data is given in Section 6; and some
discussion of results are given in the final Section 7. A more detailed accounting of
results is deferred to Part II of this paper which will separately treat a harmonic
analysis on the data discussed here.
2. The 1967 and 1969 Haystack Radar Data
The most extensive radar observations of Mars are those of Pettengill et al. (1969)
and Rogers et al. (1970). The altitude determinations are limited to the Martian
sub-Earth points which varied from approximately 00 to about 220 N latitude during
the course of observations over two apparitions (1967 and 1969) of Mars. The
distribution of points is shown on a Mercator projection representing the surface
of Mars with co-ordinates in the astronomical sense of South at the top and longitude
increasing from 0o to 3600 towards the West, Fig. 1. The data table used in this paper
is that found in the special report issued by the Lincoln Laboratory (Rogers et al.,
1970). This table combines both the 1967 and 1969 observations; however, for the
1967 data the latitude of each point is listed at a constant 220 N. To find the actual
variation, reference was made to Pettengill et al. (1969) for observation times from
which the Martian sub-Earth points could be calculated.
Instrumental and geometrical parameters defined the spatial resolution of the
series of observations to be a circle on the surface of Mars of about 300 km diameter
centred at each point. In the smoothing procedure which placed the uneven distribution
of data shown in Fig. 1 ontd a regular grid, this resolution limit was incieased to about
1000 km (as was each of the subsequent data sources) to match that of the ground-
based CO 2 measurements, the lowest resolution of all the data groups.
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FIG. 1. The distribution of 700 radar measurements combining those of Pettengill et al. (1969) with those of Rogers et al. (1970) made with with the
Haystack antenna at the 1967 and 1969 apparitions of Mars. South is at the top and longitude increases to the West. Refer to the map in Fig. 20 to
see the location of these points with respect to the dark and bright area on Mars.
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The basic smoothing equation is simply:
{zi exp [- (ri2/2o2)] wj}
(1)
S{exp [- (r12/2o')] wi}
where the weighted mean height Z is calculated from each height zi after filtering by a
circular Gaussian function and an appropriate weighting function wi. The two-dimensional Gaussian function was chosen so that at the resolution limit (a circle of90 radius; 180 = 1000km) its value equalled l/e; hence, a2 = 40-5 (deg2). Thedistance in degrees, r, from the grid interval to each datum within the 9°-radius circle
was calculated by spherical trigonometry.
For these particular radar data, the weighting function w was calculated from the
standard deviations, p,, of the altitudes listed in the tables. A check was made toinsure a random distribution of pi, which would avoid preferential weighting, Fig. 2.
Since this is the case, then wi = p-2.
The distribution of data points was such that a 5' x 50 regular grid of values couldbe calculated from equation (1). Since it was desirable to obtain a measure of the
accuracy of the smoothing process, weighted mean standard deviations were calculatedfor each grid point from
I((2Z-z 2 exp [- (r12/2a2)1 wi}
2= (2)
(n- 1) E {exp [-r 2 /2 2a)] WI)
At least three data points were constrained to be located within a resolution circlebefore a Z or 9 could be calculated. In general, the resolution circles were wellpopulated except in a few places near the northern or southern extremes of the scans.The purpose of calculating 9 is twofold. Firstly, the values can be contoured
and the relationship of the degree of accuracy in the smoothing operation can be
easily followed from area to area. Second, the values of I are in consistent unitsbetween the four data sets.and can therefore be used as weighting factors in the final
20
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FIo. 2. A plot of the error range (sum of the absolute values of the + standarddeviation of each measurement) against altitude for the Haystack radar data. Alarge portion of the 700 determinations had error ranges less than 1 km and areleft off the bottom edge of the diagram for clarity. The distribution is seen to be
random.
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combination process described in Section 6. (It will be noticed that the weighting
factors for thezi in each data group are different. Haystack radar: reciprocal variance
in km-2; Goldstone radar: reciprocal variance in sec-'; ground-based CO2 andMariner CO2 data: reciprocal natural log of the airmass. The weighting factors for
the final combination, however, are reciprocal variances in km- 2 determined from s
and are the same type of number between the groups.)
The 700 data points shown in Fig. 1 generated a 50 x 5" grid of 438 values between
-5' S and 250N latitudes. These values were fed into a computer with a contouring
program which produced the height contours shown in Fig. 3. The distribution of 9
associated with these values is given in Fig. 4.
The graph in the upper right corner represents the mean of the values of 9 averaged
over the latitudes for each longitude and aids in the reading of the contour map below.
Wherever a peak occurs in the graph or a concentration of concentric contour lines
drawn at regular intervals from 0.1 to 15 km in 0-1 km steps. Large errors can
arise from poorly populated resolution circles which contain data values of large
spread in standard deviations. Thus, Fig. 4 merely indicates areas where more
reliable data would have been desirable.
Although the values of 9 only range between 0-04 and 1.45 km (0.13 to 0-72 km in
the mean graph), the location of the peaks is of interest. They generally correspond
to elevated areas or slopes on Mars (cf. Fig. 3). At this stage in smoothing, this
observation might depend on the possibility that fewer data points were obtained when
slopes and elevations Were in the field of view than when flatter terrain was available
for measurement. Fig. I does not provide a definitive answer since there are both
many measurements of the slopes in Tharsis and also fewer determinations of the
eastern slope of Syrtis Major (A 1200 and 280'W, respectively; see also Fig. 10).
However, another interpretation of these correlations in Fig. 4 is that slopes would
tend to distort the reflected radar signal more than flat areas.
The radar data were originally reduced assuming a spherical planet. In actuality,
Mars is an oblate spheroid with flattening somewhere between 0-012 and 0-005 (the
optical and dynamical determinations, respectively). Between the equator and the
extremes of the radar scans, the oblateness can cause a shift in the zero level of about
2 km relative to the mean spheroid. However, such small changes in the radius of the
planet would be very difficult to detect using radar methods. For example, Rogers
et al. (1970) give their best mean radius determination as 3393 ± 8 km (error limit is
three times the formal error, i.e. the standard deviation).
They reduced the 1967 scan by a constant 3 km to provide a common zero level
with the 1969 data. This was due to the choice of a single, specific point in 1967 as
that series' reference level. The radar zero level now refers to the mean radius of the
planet. This zero level is maintained throughout the remainder of this report for
reasons which will become apparent.
3. The 1969 Goldstone Radar Data
A second, independently conducted series of radar observations was performed
by Goldstein et al. (1970) with the Goldstone radar antenna at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. These observations ranged in extent from approximately 30 to 130Nlatitude. The distribution of points is given in Fig. 5.
A zero level check with the Haystack data was provided by comparing a plot of
the Goldstone data on an overlay grid. In general, the Goldstone data were well
within the error limits of the Haystack data at all longitudes. There was a smalldifference in the mean values, however: the Goldstone mean was + 025 km compared
with, +0-91 km for the Haystack mean. For consistency, the Goldstone data were
therefore increased by + 0-66 km before smoothing.
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Fro. 3. Altitude contours of the Haystack radar data after smoothing to a 50 grid interval in latitude and longitude and an increase in the spatial
resolution from 300 kmon to 1000 kin. The contours were calculated in I km steps and drawn by a computer program based on linear interpolation.
The contours range from -4 to +7 km. Solid lines represent positive topography (and zero height), and dashed lines represent negative topography.
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Fio. 4. Contours of the internal errors i associated with the smoothing calculations of equation (1) for the Haystack data. The diagram in the upper
right corner shows the mean error over latitude as a function of longitude. Compare peaks with concentric contours in the map below. The largest
errors are associated with high altitudes or slopes in the topographic map, Fig. 3. The contours are calculated in 0-1 to 1-5 km.
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The resolution of these observations was a rectangular element centred at each
point extending 220 km in longitude and 90 km in latitude. The difference in the shape
of the resolution element compared with the Haystack data is due to differences in
range-gating procedures used by the two groups. The smoothing calculation, of
course, increases this limit to 1000 km.
The data tables, generously provided to the author by R. M. Goldstein, did not
contain error limits (standard deviations) for the microsecond delay (or altitude)
measurements. However, errors were listed for the measured-minus-predicted
Ephemeris flight times of the echos which are related to altitudes. The reciprocal
square of these values were therefore used as the weighting factors wi in equations (1)
and (2).
The remainder of the calculations with these equations were as before. The 236
data points (Fig. 5) generated a 50 regular grid of 250 values between 0' and 150 N
latitude. The resulting computer plot of height contours from these values is given in
Fig. 6. Associated with these values, corresponding error limits § were also calculated,
Fig. 7. As before, the upper diagram is the mean of § with the two-dimensional
distribution given by the contour map below.
It is of interest to compare Fig. 7 with Fig. 4. In the Goldstone case, the internal
errors from smoothing only ranged between 0-06 and 1-08 km (contour intervals
are 0.1 km ranging from 0-1 to 1-0 km), somewhat better than the Haystack
results of the previous section. However, the locations of peaks in the error limits
are strikingly close between the two data sets. The suggestion that slopes might
disperse the radar signals more than flatter terrain is therefore strengthened.
4. The Kitt Peak spectroscopic COz measurements
The technique of determining surface heights on Mars by ground-based infrared
spectroscopy was devised primarily by M. J. S. Belton and D. M. Hunten at the
Kitt Peak National Observatory. It was first utilized sucessfully by these investigators
and by the author during the 1969 Mars apparition with the McMath solar telescope.
Preliminary results were published by Belton & Hunten (1969) and by Wells (1969a).
The final, comprehensive report including the theoretical mathematical derivations,
as well as the observations of the Kitt Peak group, can be found in Belton & Hunten
(1971). The observations conducted by the writer utilizing the same equipment will
be detailed in this section.
The instrumental design, derivation of equations leading to Martian surface
pressures, and discussions of various limitations of the observing technique will not be
repeated in full in this report. This section is limited to a continuation of Belton &
Hunten's (1971) Table 4 of measured points and the preparation of the ground-
based CO 2 height values for the final combination with other data sources.
If pco, is the partial pressure of CO 2 at a specified point on Mars; q/, the airmass
factor; T, the air temperature; S1 , the number of counts in the data accumulator
from the 1-05 p lines (R-branch); and So, the reading in the data channel from a
standard source, then according to Belton & Hunten (1971):
iPco, = Cf (q, Pco2, T)[rSo-S ], (3)
where y and C are calibration constants. So is the reading on diffused light from a
tungsten lamp, and ySo corresponds to the reading on the Moon, i.e. the standard
of zero absorption (the Moon has no atmosphere) used in this analysis. The function
f(ti, Pco2, T) is derived from a weighted mean curve-of-growth of CO2 ; and the
constant C, a function of the efficiency of the instrument, must be derived 'froin the
observations on a night-to-night basis, particularly since the instrumental set-up had
to be taken down each morning and arranged and recalibrated each night.
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FIG. 5. The distribution of 236 radar measurements made by Goldstein et al. (1970) with the JPL Goldstone antenna during the 1969 Mars apparition.
Refer to Fig. 20 for their location on Mars. C
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FIG. 6. Height contours of the 5" grid values obtained from the Goldstone data after smoothing with equation (1). As before, solid lines are zero andpositive topography and dashed lines are negative topography. Contours are calculated in 1 km intervals from -2 to +7 km. Compare with
Fig. 3.
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Fo. 7. Contours of the internal smoothing errors I derived from equation (2) for the Goldstone data. The contours range from 0.1 to 1.0 km in0-1 km steps. The diagram at the upper right represents the mean value of I with longitude. Large errors are apparently associated with slopes in
the topography. Compare with Fig. 4.
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Numerical values obtained for pco, are derived using the following procedure:
Belton & Hunten's (1971) July 1 observations within the rectangle + 150 latitude and
3200 to 400 longitude were used to calculate a trial value for C assuming that the
mean CO2 pressure for the data points within the rectangle equalled an arbitrary 6 mb.
The remainder of the points for that night were then used to give corresponding
pressures with this value of C. The constants C for the remaining nights are similarly
calculated by using data in overlaps of successive nights. Each mean pressure within
an overlap (averaged from points determined by the previous C) provides a new C for
that night, and so on. (The distribution of data points including nightly overlaps is
shown in Fig. 8.) This procedure gives a series of constants for all of the data, which
can then be consistently adjusted until the mean pressure over all observations equals
5-5 mb. This latter pressure value was chosen because the observations of Belton &
Hunten (1966) and Belton, Broadfoot & Hunten (1968) indicated that the mean
CO, pressure for Mars integrated over an appreciable fraction of the disk was 5-5 mb.
This pressure value is an imposed constraint. However, there is no a priori reason
to believe that the total mean CO 2 pressure for Mars is 5-5 mb since the earlier
observations of Belton et al. do not cover the entire planet. But with their method,
the entire calibration of the Earth-based CO2 observations is internally self-consistentdepending only on ground-based spectroscopy. Comparisons with the Haystack
radar data will further elucidate the calibration problems.
Once pressure values have been obtained from equation (3), surface heights can bederived after adopting a particular atmospheric model. The model used here is that
of Belton & Hunten (1971). Surfaces of constant pressure in a static, isothermal
atmosphere coincide with surfaces of constant gravitational potential; otherwise,
violent winds would result. The surface that coincides with a CO2 pressure of 5.5 mb is
chosen to be the gravitational potential surface at zero height. The atmosphere at anypoint is then taken as isothermal. Diurnal temperature variations are neglected since
all observations were made at noon local time on Mars, i.e. along the apparent central
meridian. The effective temperature of the atmosphere is, however, latitudinallydependent.
These assumptions, which should be valid at least up to one scale height, permit
the isothermal equation
P = Po exp[- (z/H)] (4)
to be used to derive surface heights z from observed pressures p using 5.5 mb for Po.
The latitudinal temperature dependence is accounted for by calculating the local scaleheight of the atmosphere for each observation point fromH = k T/mg with usualdefinitions for the gas constants appropriate to CO 2 under Martian gravity. The
variation of T with latitude is that adopted from Belton & Hunten (1971) who
utilized their previous determination of the rotational temperature of Martian CO(Belton et al. 1968) together with the numerical model of latitudinal temperaturedependence calculated by Leovy & Mintz (1969). See Belton & Hunten (1971), Fig. 8.
The observation dates were: 2, 22, 23, 24, 30 June and 1 July (B & H 1971); and9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 June (Wells 1969a). The distribution of observational pointsis given in Fig. 8.
The I mm2 spectrograph entrance aperture was theoretically equivalent to about
an 850 km square near the Martian equator. The size and shape of this element
varied with seeing conditions and latitude on the planet (see B & H, 1971, Fig. 7).Planetary rotation produced negligible effects since observation times were very short.A mean figure of about 1000 km for the spatial resolution is adopted here since seeing
was relatively good (2"-3" are) for most nights.
Data co-ordinates, obtained by measuring the x, y positions of the centre of the
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FIG. 8. The distribution of 339 Earth-based Martian CO2 determinations made at Kitt Peak National Observatory by Belton & Hunten (1969, 1971)
and Wells (1969a). Observation dates and the night-to-night overlaps are shown. Note that many overlaps are not well populated and the overlap
coverage is not complete for all longitudes. Refer to Fig. 20 for the location of the points on Mars.
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aperture on Mars in the guiding reticle relative to the sky, were corrected for displace-
ments caused by dispersive refraction introduced by the Earth's atmosphere (guiding
was performed in visual light). The estimated accuracy of these position determina-
tions was about 2 per cent of the diameter of the planet, roughly 140 km (B & H 1971).The measurements obtained by the writer were reduced simultaneously with those
of Belton & Hunten during the summer of 1970 at Kitt Peak National Observatory.
The reduced data are presented in Table I which represents a continuation of B & H's(1971) Table 4. The altitudes listed in Table 1 refer to a zero level of 5-5 mb. Estimated
RMS errors in pressures and heights have been included. They reflect only the random
uncertainty in counts obtained in the data channels. These errors are exponentially
distributed with height. The general level of precision, except for two nights, is close
to ± 1 mb in pressure corresponding to about + 2 km near zero altitude.
Belton & Hunten (1971) compared their ground-based CO2 altitudes with theHaystack radar observations and with the Mariner data of Herr et al. (1970) to
establish the degree of correspondence. Comparisons with the Mariner data at firstyielded favourable results (B & H 1971, Fig. 11); however, after the ground-based CO,
measurements were normalized to the Haystack radar data (described in the following
paragraphs), many of the similarities disappeared.
No explanations for these discrepancies were given. Presumably this was because
the published data of Herr et al. (1970) were re-reduced using new low temperaturelaboratory data for their 2 j CO2 curve-of-growth at about the same time B & Hprepared their final report.
Table 1
Kitt Peak CO 2 reductions of Wells*
Lat.
Long. (N = Temp.
Date (°W) *S = - Eta ('K) P(mb) AP Z(km) AZ
69/06/09 236.5 13-7 2.02 200 8-3 1-7-1-6 
-- 41 2-2-1-9238-1 14"0 2.02 200 8'7 1.8-1-7 
-- 46 2-2-1-9240-4 14-0 2.02 200 11-0 2.0-1-8 -- 70 1"8-1*7242.4 14-0 2.02 200 6-8 1.6-1-5 
-- 21 2-5-2*1247-3 14-4 2"02 200 8"7 18 -1"7 
--46 2'1-1"9251-4 15"3 2"03 200 8-1 1.7-1.6 -- 39 2"2-1"9237"3 33-9 2-37 192 2"7 1'0-0.9 7-1 4-1-3*2251"9 260 2"14 196 19-4 2-6-2-3 -12-5 1"3-1-3263.1 16"9 2-04 200 13"9 2"2-2.0 --94 1-6-1*5275-1 8-6 2"05 200 13"0 21 -1-9 -87 1-7-1.6282-1 25.4 2-13 196 1-6 0-9-0-8 12-6 6-9-4.669/06/09 284-0 26-7 2.15 196 1"0 0"8-0.7 17-2 11*0-6.0
69/06/10 257"6 31'2 2-21 193 0"6 0"3-0-2 22-7 5*6-3.8257-9 18"8 2"06 199 4-2 0'5-0"5 2-8 1-3-1-1259*3 6-7 2.01 200 16-9 1"0-0"9 
-11-4 0-5-0.6261-3 -- 51 2-06 200 4.9 0.5-0.5 1-3 1-2-1-0262"2 
-18-4 2"22 199 7"3 0-6-0-6 --27 0-9-0.8267-2 50*5 2-81 183 4-2 0"4-0"4 2.5 1"0-0.9268-6 36-3 2"33 191 8-1 0.6-0-6 
-3.7 0"8-0.7269-4 23*4 2*11 197 12-8 0"8-0-7 
-8"4 0-6-0.6270"6 12"1 2"03 200 10'3 0.7-0.7 -- 63 0"8-0-769/06/10 272-9 1'3 2'03 200 6"7 0*6-0-6 
-- 20 1"0-0.9
69/06/11 2281 58*9 3'30 177 19'5 0'9-0'8 -11"3 0-4-0*4235*6 42-2 2*48 188 11'0 0-8-0-7 
--66 0-6-0.6237-1 28-7 2*17 195 10-7 0-8-0-7 
--65 0-7-0-7237.8 16*9 2"04 200 17.4 1 0-09 -11.6 05 -0'6
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Lat.
Long. /(N = +\ Temp. P(mb)
Date (0 W) (oS = - Eta (*K) 'P Z(km) AZ
69/06/11 238-6 4-4 2*01 200 19.1 1.I-1.0 -12.6 0.5-0-6
239*8 -7-8 2-08 200 13-5 0.9-0.8 -- 91 0.6-0-6
241-6 -21-6 2-28 198 8*8 0-7-0-7 -- 46 08-0-7
245-0 18-1 2-05 199 3-3 0-5-0.5 5-2 1"5-1"4
246"8 18-5 2*06 : 199 3-4 0"5-0-5 5"1 1"5-1"3
247-7 -- 57 2-06 200 8-7 0-7-0.7 -- 46 0"9-0"8
250*4 -- 53 2-06 200 7;4 0-6-0-7 -- 29 0.9-0-8
69/06/11 253.2 21-1 2"08 198 1"3 0-4-0-3 14-5 2-9-2"4
69/06/12 253-7 27*8 2"18 195 5-7 2-1-1*8 --04 38 -3-1
255"8 18*0 2-07 199 14-2 3-2-2-9 -- 96 2-3-2"1
69/06/12 259-2 8-8 2*05 200 4-7 2-0-1-7 1-7 4-6-3"6
69/06/13 178-2 0-7 2'02 200 5*2 3-4-2-7 0-7 7"4-5-1
180"4 -11"8 2-12 200 18"5 5.8-5-0 -12-3 3-2-2-8
183-3 -26-1 2-39 196 5-6 3'2-2-6 -- 01 61 -4-5
194.9 -10.5 2"10 200 25-5 6*8-5-9 -15-5 2.7-2"4
198-1 -24-6 2.35 197 11.7 4-5-3-7 -- 75 38 -3-2
207-6 3-2 2-02 200 6"9 3.8-3-1 -- 23 6-0-4.5
210-7 -- 88 2*09 200 12-9 4-9-4"1 -- 86 3"9-3-3
214"0 -22-7 2"31 197 31-9 7*3-6*4 -17*6 2-2-2-1
69/06/13 230-9 8"1 2-02 200 14-8 5-4-4.5 -10-0 3-7-3-1
69/06/14 149-5 55-0 3.05 180 0-9 0.2-0-2 16-3 2-5-2-0
151"4 46"8 2.64 185 2-0 0"3-0O3 9-5 1"6-1"4
153"2 38*8 2-38 190 3-3 0-4-0-4 4-9 1-2-1-1
154*8 32"3 2.24 193 5-2 05 -0"5 0-7 1*0-0*9
155"7 25"7 2-13 196 6"8 0"6-0"6 -- 20 09-0.8
157"1 19.7 2-07 199 7"4 0-6-0-6 -- 29 0"9-0-8
157-8 13"4 2-03 200 9-3 .0"7-0"7 -5"3 0-8-0"7
158-5 7-2 2-01 200 10.0 0"7 -07 -- 60 0-8-0"7
159"6 0-5 2-02 200 11-6 0*8-0-7 -- 76 0-6-0-7
160.1 -- 59 2-06 200 17-4 0-9-0*8 -11-6 05-0.5
161-4 -12"1 2-12 200 19-6 1-0-0*9 -12-8 0'5-0.5
162*6 -19"5 2*24 199 17*8 0-9-0-8 -11-8 0-5-0"5
163*4 -26*9 2'41 196 15-7 08--0.7 -10*4 0*5-0"5
164.8 -34-6 2*67 192 18-4 0.9-0.8 -11-7 0"4-0-4
164.6 55-3 3.07 180 8"4 0-6-0*5 -- 38 0-6-0.6
166-1 47"1 2"66 185 11-8 0-7-0-6 -- 71 0-5-0-5
167-9 39-0 2.39 189 14-5 0-8-0"7 -- 92 0-5-0-5
169-6 32-5 2-24 193 18-7 1"0-0.8 -12-0 0-4-0.5
170-6 26"0 2-14 196 21.9 1-0-0.9 -13-7 0"4-0.5
171*3 19-6 2.07 199 22*4 1-1-0-9 -14"1 0-4-0-5
172-5 13-7 2.03 200 18"9 1"0-0-9 -12*5 0"5-0.5
173*2 7"5 2"01 200 13-5 0-8-0.8 -- 91 0"6-0-6
174.1 1-2 2-02 200 10"3 0-7-0.7 -- 63 0"7-0.7
175"0 -- 51 2-05 200 11"2 08 -0-7 -- 72 06 -0-7
176-4 -11"3 2*11 200 10.1 0.7-0.7 -- 62 0-7-0-7
177-6 -18.1 2"21 199 4,9 0-5-0-5 1'3 1-1-1-0
178-9 -25-4 2"37 196 4-0 0-4-0-4 3.2 1.1-1.0
69/06/14 181"1 -32"9 2"61 193 9*4 0-6-0.6 -5-2 0-6-0-6
69/06/15 157*7 46-6 2"64 185 39-2 8*9-7-8 -18-4 2-1-1*9
159-5 39-2 2.40 189 17-4 6-3-5*2 -11-0 3-4-3-0
162"2 33-1 2"26 192 6-0 4"0-3-1 -- 07 7-1-5-0
171-3 -4-1 2-05 200 8-7 4-8-3-8 
-- 45 6-0-4-5
173-8 -10-2 2-10 200 13-0 5-7-47 -8-7 4.5-3.7
176-6 -16-6 2*19 200 4'1 3-4-2-6 3-0 9-9-6-2
69/06/15 179-8 -24-4 2-35 197 6-9 4-1-3-2 -2-2 6-3-4*6
* Belton & Hunten's (1971) Table 4 contains their observations.
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The net effect of these new reductions, however, was a lowering of the MarinerIRS altitudes by about 3 km. Nevertheless, a straightforward comparison of theMariner IRS data with the currently available ground-based measurements is probably
not significant since the Mariner scans are located at the extreme limits of B & H's(1971) measured points. At the locations where there are scan crossings by the twodata sources, only a few points are available in each set through which to construct
smooth height-trend curves. (The treatment of the Mariner IRS zero level is discussedin the next section.)
Comparisons between the Haystack data and the ground-based CO 2 measurementsintroduced a serious conflict. Fig. 12 in B & H's (1971) report shows a majordiscrepancy in altitude between 80'-110 0 W longitude (much lower altitudes for theground-based CO 2 measurements than for the Haystack radar data), although they
noted that '... (i) the zero height levels are effectively identical; thus the radar resultssupport the 1967 and 1969 spectroscopic results which give a 'planetary mean'partial pressure of 5-5 mb. (ii) The overall trend in topographic variation (exceptbetween 800 and 1100 W) is roughly the same. Note in particular that the slopes in allregions except 80-1100 W are very similar. (iii) The linear scale of topographicfeatures is effectively the same for both sets of data ... '.The most probable cause in the altitude discrepancy at 80-1100 W was suggestedby B & H (1971) to be due to problems in the night-to-night determinations of theconstant C in equation (3). There are two significant error sources in the determination
of C: (1) the data points do not thoroughly cover a complete circuit of the planet;and (2) not every overlap contains a large number of observations (see Fig. 8, thisreport). Thus, this method of overlap calibration can propagate errors throughoutthe whole series of observations and can readily lead to distortions in the data curvesof height vs. longitude. B & H (1971) considered these factors to be the likely causeof the altitude discrepancy and therefore resorted to a normalization of their measure-
ments to those of the Haystack observations.
Appending the unnormalized reductions of Table 1 to those in B & H's (1971)Table 4, the writer has followed a similar procedure in preparing the ground-basedCO2 measurements for the combination with other sources. Certain differences in the
calculations from those used by B & H (1971), however, will be noted.A resolution equivalent to a 1000 km diameter circle (180 on the planet) was used in
equations (1) and. (2). Fig. 9 (top) indicates that the standard deviations in altitudecannot be used as weighting factors since they are distributed exponentially with height;thus negative topography would always be preferentially weighted more than positivetopography. However, the observational precision also depends on the airmassfactor 1, the geometrical pathlength through the Martian atmosphere. Fig. 9 (bottom)shows a plot of airmass values against associated ground-based CO2 altitudes. Sincethe distribution is random, the weighting factor in equations (1) and (2) can bedefined as wi = 1/In (?i). This relationship arises since eq. (3) indicates that pressureis a function of the airmass and pressure and altitudes are logarithmically related by
equation (4). (In their smoothing calculations, B & H (1971) used only the gaussianfiltering function. No other weighting was attempted.)
Equation (1) yielded 530 50-grid values from the combined 339 points of B & H(1971) and Wells (1969a). A comparison was then made with the Haystack radarresults. Fig. 10, curve A, shows the mean CO 2 curve averaged between 0' and 250 Nlatitude from the smoothed data compared to all of the Haystack data between 0O to21 N latitude at the original radar resolution of 300 km. B & H's (1971) curves in theirFig. 12 range from 240°-0-120 W longitude. The curve shown in Fig. 10 has been
extended from 240 0 W to 230' W and from 120' W to 180 0 W. The discrepancy notedby B & H (1971) between 800-110 0 W is seen in Fig. 10 between 80'-180' W. There is asimilar, though smaller, discrepancy between 230o-280o W. Between 280 0 W and80* W, however, the ground-based data shown in Fig. 10 fit the radar data in slope and
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FIG. 9. Upper: The error range range (sum of the absolute values of the ± standard
deviations) plotted against altitude for the Earth-based CO2 observations. Note the
clearly defined exponential relationship of increasing error with increasing height.
Lower: A plot of the airmass factors of the Earth-based CO2 measurements
against altitude. The distribution is random.
zero level very well. (Note: the large values for the CO2 altitudes given by the dotted
line near 300' W are not considered seriously discordant because of an exponential
loss of instrumental sensitivity with increasing height, cf. Fig. 9, top.)
Curve B is the height variation of the CO2 observations after normalization to the
radar data. The normalization procedure was as follows. The CO 2 observations forfor each night were compared to the Haystack radar data in the corresponding
longitude interval between the latitudes 00 and 250 N. There are 13 longitude intervals
for the 13 nights of observations. Only those CO 2 data within the given latitude limits
were averaged together. The radar data within the same co-ordinate rectangle were
also averaged. The difference between the two averages represents the correction to
all of the CO2 measurements for that night. In this way, CO2 data outside the given
latitudinal limits are also adjusted. This procedure is different from that of B & H(1971) who used only the radar measurements between latitudes 9 -1 and 120 N for the
night-to-night corrections to all of their CO 2 data.
Table 2 lists values for the normalization of all the ground-based CO2 data asdescribed above in the author's procedure.
The remaining discrepancies after normalization between 2300-240' and at 300 W
do not seriously affect the final data combination since the data points involved have
very low weights.
There may be some question concerning the raised flatland near 1500 W. There is a
suggestion of this feature in the radar data although not as pronounced as in the
CO 2 observations. Most of the CO2 points in this region have large errors associated
with them as will become apparent in the following paragraphs.
The 530 values produced by equation (1) were adjusted by the parameters listed
in Table 2. A contour plot of the normalized heights is given in Fig. 11. This contour
map is somewhat more conservative than that given by B & H's (1971) Fig. 15 even
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FIG. 10. Comparison of Earth-based mean CO2 heights with all of the Haystack radar data between about 0 and 21 N latitude. The Haytack dataare at the original resolution of 300 km and the error bars represent one standard deviation. Curve A is the average between 00 to 25' N of thesmoothed ground-based CO 2 data. The curve is calculated on 5' intervals at 1000 km resolution and is unnormalized to the radar data. Curve B isthe same curve after normalization to the radar data as explained in text. The discrepancy shown by the dotted line near 300' W is not consideredseriously discordant because of the exponential loss of instrumental sensitivity to height with increasing height.
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FIG. 11. Height contours of the normalized ground-based CO 2 measurements of Martian altitudes after smoothing with equation (1). The contour
range is from -9 to +14 km in l-km intervals. Solid lines represent zero and positive topography, while dashed lines represent negative
topography. This map is more conservative than Fig. 15 ofBelson & Hunten (1970) since the smoothing programme rejected grid values if there were
fewer than three data points within a resolution element.
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FIG. 12. Contours of the internal smoothing errors 9 derived from equation (2) for the ground-based CO2 determinations. The errors range from1 to 10 km in 1-km intervals. The distribution of the mean of f with longitude is given in the upper left diagram. The largest errors are associatedwith slopes and regions where the original data had large deviations, notably near 260, 2800, and 1500 W.
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Table 2
Normalization parameters for the Kitt Peak CO2 data
Longitude Z (radar) Z (CO2) CO shift
Date (W) (km) No. Pts. (km) No. Pts. (km)
Belton & Hunten Data
69/06/02 235-0°-16' 0.91 258 1"58 22 --067
69/06/22 600-155' 3"27 206 --249 17 5-76
69/06/23 520-139' 3-78 196 0"76 30 3-02
69/06/24 271-113' 1 74 215 2 66 21 -0 92
69/06/30 3290-0o-44* 
--058 182 --083 12 0-25
69/07/01 3100-0°-65' 0'02 270 0"32 22 -030
Wells Data
69/06/09 2360-2860 -0-35 74 -5"55 8 5*20
69/06/10 2570-2730 
--078 28 --506 5 4-28
69/06/11 2280-254o 
--044 34 -3-48 5 3.04
69/06/12 253'-260' 
--037 13 --395 2 3-5869/06/13 178'-2380 
--086 93 --387 3 3.01
69/06/14 1500-188o 
--214 56 -7-97 8 5-83
69/06/15 1550-180' 
-- 227 35 (-797)* (8)* 5"70
* Determined from preceding line since there were only CO2 points outside the latitudinal limits0°-25° N in this longitudinal interval.
with the writer's data included. The blank areas in Fig. 11 between about 2700-340' W
and at the centre near 10'-20 W resulted because the smoothing program yielded
grid values only if at least three data points were within the resolution circle. These
regions are contoured in B & H's (1971) map.
Associated with these contours, the internal smoothing errors 9 are shown in
Fig. 12. The errors range from I to 10 km in 1 km steps. Areaswith the smallest
smoothing errors are those between 3150-0 W and 45-145' W longitude. The largest
errors are located wherever there are very steep slopes leading from altitudes higher
than about 10 km, e.g. 2600 W, 2800 W, and 1500 W. The region near 150 W reflects
a large internal error due to poor data, as was previously mentioned. A chief value
in the smoothing-error contour plots is to quantitatively depict just those areas
that are the most suspicious.
The technique of measuring surface heights on Mars by groundbased CO2spectroscopy is in fact a valuable one. An electronically stable and permanent
instrumental set-up is, however, mandatory to avoid efficiency changes each time
the equipment is taken down and to avoid the rather large errors that can accumulate
in the raw data counts as was evident in the June 13 and 15 observations (Table 1) by
the writer. It is also necessary to maintain a careful and well populated overlap
coverage in the observations in order to insure an accurate determination of C in
equation (3).
These points have been kept in mind for the observations conducted with new
instruments at Cerro Tololo, Chile during the 1971 apparition of Mars.
5. Mariners 6 and 7 Infrared spectrometer C0 2 data'
In addition to the various analyses of reflection spectra performed on the Mariner
6 and 7 TRS data, CO 2 pressures derived from absorptions near 2 ,t were obtained by
Herr et al. (1970) for the purpose of deducing surface heights along limited scan paths
on Mars.
This spacecraft method of CO 2 spectroscopy has the distinct advantage of very
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Fo. 13.Distribution of 107 points measured by the Mariner 6 and 7 Infrared Spectrometer experiments (Herr et a[. 1970) in the 2 L band of CO2during the close approaches to Mars in August 1969. A total of 16 points have been omitted from the published data because of associated largeairmass values. Refer to Fig. 20 for the location of the distribution on Mars.
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high spatial resolution. It suffers the disadvantage of very limited scan paths across
the surface. The distribution of points on Mars used in this section is given in Fig. 13
(16 points were omitted: those listed as questionable by the experimenters and seven
additional ones by this writer, explained shortly). The resolution of these observations
is equivalent to a rectangle on the surface of approximately 130 x 8 km determined
by the spacecraft motion (8 kin) and the optical properties of the instrument (130 km).
A check between absolute heights from the Mariner data and those from the
Haystack measurements indicated significant differences. (The Mariner data used
here are those obtained with the new low temperature curve-of-growth and not the
values published by Herr et al. (1970). The new values were generously supplied to the
author.) It was therefore necessary to normalize the Mariner data to the radar data.
Since this was the case, there was no need to alter the experimenters' originally adopted
zero altitude level which corresponded to 6-0 mb. The normalization automatically
accounts for zero level shifts.
Part of the Mariner scans were at high latitudes so that a correction also had to
be made for the latitudinal temperature dependence of the atmosphere (the Mariner
IRS experimenters assumed a constant 2000 K for the atmospheric temperature).
This correction was accomplished with the aid of equation (8) in the report by Herr
et al. (1970). By ratioing this equation with itself using different subscripts on the
variables representing the constant temperature case and the variable temperature
case, corrected altitudes were defined as
Z, = Hl{(ZoHo)-1 In [(Ho/H,)(T2/To) ]}, (5)
where 'o' subscripts refer to the original parameters by Herr et al. (1970) and the
' 1' subscripts represent the parameters associated with the varying temperatures.
The original values were Ho = 10 km, To = 2000 K, and Zo = the tabulated heights.
New temperatures and scale heights were calculated for each Z o according to the
description given in Section 4.
The final adjustment included a shift of the Mariner altitudes to those of the
Haystack data. Fortunately, both Mariner tracks crossed or were very close to
portions of the radar scans. Mariner 6 had two overlaps, but the scan between
30-800 W longitude and - 130 S to about 70N latitude had only four points near a
radar scan, three of which were omitted because of airmass values greater than 3. 8(explained shortly). The other Mariner scans were located in the region 10'-30° W,
-2' S to 30 N (M6) and 00-10" W, 0'-14' N (M7).
The simplest adjustment factor is the difference in the means between the Mariner
and radar data in the areas mentioned above. For Mariner 6, the measurements
do not actually cross the nearest radar scans; however, a 90-radius circle centred at
20 N, 200 W contained 18 radar points and eight Mariner points. For Mariner 7,
the observations do cross the radar scan paths. A 90-radius circle centred at 70 N,
60 W contained 30 radar points and six Mariner points. Data outside these circles
were considered to be too far away to be included in the average. The parameters
calculated from these two groups are given in Table 3.
An interesting consequence of this normalization is the 0-68 km larger adjustment
to the radar data necessary for Mariner 7 than for Mariner 6 (Table 3, column 4). This
difference in data shifts suggests a difference between the performances of the two
spectrometers and nicely confirms a similar observation of Herr et al. (1970). Their
Fig. 2 shows the 2 u CO, bands observed in the same area of Sinus Meridianii by
Mariner 6 and 7. Mariner 6 yielded a slightly higher altitude by 0-5 km for the region
than did Mariner 7.
The Mariner investigators quoted a 0-5 km error limit as typical of all their altitude
measurements. This limit was determined from the possible fits of the continuum
across the dips in their spectra. The tabulated airmasses, however, provide the same
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Table 3
Normalization parameters for mariners 6 and 7 IRS CO 2 altitudes*
Mean height Mariner shift Difference
No. Pts. (km) (kin) (M7-M6)
18 Z (radar), -176
1- 68 (M6)
8 Z(M6), -3-44
0 68 km
30 Z(radar), --046
2 36 (M7)
6 Z(M7), --282
* These parameters are calculated from unpublished corrections by low temperature laboratory
curve-of-growth measurements at 2tL. The corrections were supplied to the author by K. C. Herir.
type of weighting function as utilized in the ground-based CO2 measurements. Several
of the slant paths from the spacecraft were quite large and a check was first made forpossible functional relationships between airmass and altitude. Fig. 14 shows such
a plot for both Mariners 6 and 7. Since it was evident that there was indeed a cut-offlimit above which altitudes increased in value with increasing airmass, all of the low
airmass data were not plotted in this diagram for sake of clarity (these are given in the
next fig.). The cut-off limits are shown by the vertical lines in Fig. 14. Altitudesfor airmasses greater than about 3.8 from Mariner 6 and about 4-6 from Mariner 7
were excluded from this analysis as unreliable. Reasons for the differences in these
cut-off values are not apparent.
The plot of altitude vs. airmass for airmasses smaller than the above limits is givenin Fig. 15 which shows no evident correlation. The weighting function for equations(1) and (2) is therefore defined as in the previous section, wi = I/In (?i).The 107 points in Fig. 13 yielded 148 points on the 5°-grid calculated by equation(1). Fig. 16 shows the resulting contour plot from these values. The notable features
are the basin in Hellas (300' W) and the slope towards Noachis which corresponds to
Hellespontus. The isolated contour region between 20'-40' W and - 500 S to -600 Sis marked at 1 km. In the original data (Herr et al. 1970), there was some topo-
graphical variation along the track, but this was smoothed out by equation (1).The distribution of § associated with these values is given in Fig. 17. The errorlimits range between 0-1 to 0-6 km in 0-1 km steps, the largest errors occurring in the
region of the Hellas-Hellespontus slope. A common feature between the fourdistributions of § shown in Figs 4, 7, 12 and 17 is that the largest internal errors
appear to be associated with topographical slopes.
6. Combination of the four data sources
The four data groups, discussed in the previous sections, were each processed by
equation (1) and (2) after adjustments were made to the Haystack radar zero level.Each source is therefore available on a 5S-grid interval prepared at a spatial resolution
corresponding to a circle of about 1000 km in diameter centred at each point. Thedata groups are simply combined by using equation (1) again on all the smoothed
sources simultaneously. The weight factors are now defined by wi = I/gi2 since 3 is
consistent between the groups as was mentioned in Section 2.
The distribution of all data points is shown in a single plot, Fig. 18. These 1382points yielded 1366 numbers for the total of the 50-grid smoothed sources which, in
turn, has resulted in 924 values for the combined regular array. Some information
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FIo. 14. A plot of measured altitudes against corresponding airmass factors for theMariner 6 and 7 IRS CO2 data. The vertical lines at 3.8 and 4.6 represent an
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show increasing height with increasing airmass and were therefore omitted from
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FIG. 15. The distribution of altitudes vs. airmass factors for the Mariner 6 and 7IRS CO2 measurements with airmasses smaller than 3-8 (M6) and 4.6 (M7). Thedistribution is random.
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FIG. 16. Altitude contours from the Mariner 6 and 7 IRS CO. measurements after smoothing with equation (1). The contours range from -2 to+3 km in 1-km intervals. Solid lines represent zero and positive topography, while dashed lines correspond to negative topography.
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Flo. 17. Contours of the internal smoothing errors i derived from equation (2) for the Mariner 6 and 7 IRS CO2 height determinations.. The
contours range from 0.1 to 0.6 km in 0.1-km intervals. A plot of the mean value of $ with longitude is given in the lower left diagram. The largest
errors are associated with the slopes in the Hellas-Hellespontus region (31* W).rs   t  ( "
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FIG. 18. The distribution of al 1382 data points on Mars from the four sources described in this report, which were used in the various stages of
smoothing. Refer to Fi. 20 for their location on Mars.4
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Fi. 18. The distribution of all 1382 data points on Mars from the four sources described in this report, which were used in the various stages of
smoothing. Refer to Fig. 20 for their location on Mars.
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has been lost from the very edges of the individual data arrays since the smoothingprogram rejected any values for a grid interval for which there were less than threepoints within the range of the resolution element. Most of those points affected in:the Southern Hemisphere may become useable when ground-based CO 2 data from
the current 1971 opposition is made available.
The final contour map is given in Figs 19 and 20. The first shows only the contours
as in the other maps of this report. Fig. 20, however, shows the plot overprinted on acurrent map of Mars so that relationships with surface markings can be seen.Associated with these contours, the corresponding smoothing errors are given inFig. 21. The range of s is from 0.1 to 2-9 km in 0-2 km steps. The largest errors againare associated with the apparent topographic slopes at 2600, 600, 1500 and 170 W.The most reliable portions of the topographic map are represented by blank regions inthe contoured areas of Fig. 21. These correspond to errors in the combination of lessthan 0.5 km. Fig. 21 indicates at a glance those areas which should be regarded only
with extreme caution as being real. Most of these areas are located at the edges of themapped areas.
7. Discussion
A point of interest in Fig. 20 is an attempt to establish any relationship betweenthe distributions of surface markings and those of altitudes and slopes. This examina-
tion can be done in a quantitative manner by statistics, but will be deferred to Part IIof this reportin which the 50-grid data will be regenerated on a 1o-grid interval by
spherical harmonics. Nevertheless, a visual inspection of Fig. 20 shows some resultsthat can be expected from a more-detailed analysis.
In general, no relationship is apparent between topographic heights and thedistribution of dark areas on the planet. Some dark areas are apparently situated
on parts of measured slopes: Cerberus .(2000 W, 100 N), Syrtis Major (290 0 W, 10 N),Hellespontus (320' W, - 50' S), Sinus Meridianii (0', 0), Margaritifer Sinus (200 W,
-10 ° S), and Mare Acidalium (300 W, 35'N). This apparent correlation may have nosignificance when one considers that practically all bright "desert areas thus far
measured are also associated with slopes. The highest areas on Mars, so far, are seento be deserts (Tempe [650 W, 500 NJ at + 12 km; and Tharsis [1100 W, 10' N] at+7 km), but 'the lowest areas are also deserts (Hellas [300 0 W, -50' S] at -2 km;Chryse-Xanthe [30oW, 100N] at -2km; and Memnonia [160'W, -20oS] at6 km).
It should be noted that the base map of Fig. 20 is the recent one published by theLowell Observatory made from ground-based photographs of Mars during the 1969apparition. The co-ordinates of features were measured directly from these photo-graphs. The positions in longitude correspond closely to those determined from theMariner 6 and 7 photographs. However, for high southerly latitudes the agreementwith the Mariner co-ordinates is not so good. This fact is due to the 1969 axial tilt
of Mars which positioned the Martian south pole away from the Earth and to thefact that the south polar cap extended down to about - 60' S.The discrepancy is most pronounced in a comparison of the position of Hellas onthe Lowell map (Lowell Observatory 1971) and on the NASA Mariner chart (U.S.Army Topographic Command 1970). The former places the southern limit of Hellasat about -60' S, while the Mariner map places this limit at about -550 S. Thenorthern extent of the Hellas circle is put at -400 S on the Lowell map, while it islocated at about -250 S on the Mariner map. The negative contours in the Hellas
area fall more closely in. the circular outline of Hellas. on the Mariner chart than isevident in Fig. 20.
The Lowell map was used forthe base map since the standard shapes of the dark
markings drawn by air brush can be easily seen,. whereas in the Mariner chart a large
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of 1000 km is shown by the cross-hatched circle to the left. The base map is that published by the Lowell Observatory in 1971 from the 1969 Mars
Eart h-based photographic patrol. facingp. 130
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FIG. 21. Contours of the internal smoothing errors i derived from equations (2) for the final combination of the four smoothed data sources. Errors
range from 0.1 to 2-9 km in 0-2 km intervals. Mean values of Iwith longitude are given in the lower left diagram. Areas of greatest suspicion are
those where the contour lines crowd together, generally near the edges of the map boundaries. The largest portion of the map, however, is associated
with smoothing errors smaller than 0-5 km.
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section of the central area of the map contains airbrush inserts of the Mariner 6
and 7 near-encounter photographs making it difficult to follow the outlines of Sabaeus
Sinus, Sinus Meridianii, Margaritifer Sinus, etc.
The position of the contours of Fig. 19 with respect to the surface markings
therefore depends upon which chart is used for the base map. The analysis of surface
altitudes and slopes vs. albedo, presented in Part II, will rely on the Mariner control
net for co-ordinates.
Also of interest from Fig. 20 is the distribution of blocks and basins. The major
high and low areas are two blocks and two basins centred approximately at 3000 W
(Syrtis Major), 30 W (Chryse-Xanthe), 1100 W (Tharsis), and 1800 W (Memnonia-
Amazonis). They are spaced about 90' apart in longitude and together with their near
equatorial position suggest the presence of a strong second harmonic. Other block-
and basin-type features are apparent on the map as was mentioned at the beginning
of this section. The precise harmonic distribution of these features will be found in
Part II.
The term 'block' and 'basin' is used in a general sense by the writer since the
geological terms 'ridge' and 'valley' convey a more specific meaning applicable
to considerably smaller scaled features than are found in Fig. 20. It is possible that
these blocks and basins could be structurally similar to the Earth's continents and
ocean basins during primitive stages of the latter's formation. It is significant that on
the scale of Mars, these features are much larger and higher than the corresponding
structures on the Earth.
It has also not escaped the author's notice that the presence of large-scaled blocks
and basins on Mars may have important geophysical consequences regarding the
theory of continental drift and sea floor spreading as was suggested earlier (Wells
1969b, 1971).
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Relief-Darstellung der Marsoberfliche
U Radarahtastung / Infrarot-Spektroskopie / Oberfldcheninodell / Kontinentaldrift ?
Die ausgezeichneten Photographien, welcbe von den Mlarssonden MAariner IV, VI, VII tnd IX n6rdlicher Breite wihrend der beidei Be-ztr Erde zurtickgefimnkt wurden, haben eine Fdille neter nd fiberraschender Erkentnisse nier obachtungseiten in den Jahren 1967 undunseren dujieren Nachbarplaneten geliefert. .A//erdings war es an IHand dieser .4 itlahbmere 1969./och nicht odglich, ie liIhen- rnd Ticfinlage eines gr6jeren (ebietes kartetnmtflig zu Fine zweite Methode benutzt die Infrarot-er/assen. Dies geang erst, als man die weiteren Beohachtulgstechniken, ier Radlarabtastung absorption in einem CO(2-Band bi lernd I!nfrarot-Spektroskopie heranzog. 
.Mir Hilfi dieser Methoden hat man neue Einsichten in \ellenlinge von I,05 nm 13). D)a die Mars-die geop/bvsikaliscbhe Geschicte der Ober/li/ch des Mlars erbalten, eies Planeten, der topo- atmllosphre hauptsichlich aus (:() 2 esteht.graphische Unterschiede inm Grojien besitzt, die den Kontinenten nd Ozeatnbecken er Erde ergibt diese hMessung den ( 2-(;chll incergleichbar siide 
einer senkrechten Saule iber crinm bstirmn m-
ten Gebiet auf der Marsoberfliche. Die (:()2-Aus den Mars-Photographien, die von den wertbar sind. Das Stereomeglbildverahren ist Konzentratioun ergibr den Druck .l tie stcnvier amerikanischcn Marincr-Raumschiffen wegen des grol en Abstandes der Sonden- Punkt dr A\tmosphire, woraus sich die je-1965, 1969 und 1971-72 aufgenommen kamera von tier Marsoberfliche zur Iihen- weiligen Oberflichenhdhen durch die iso-
wurden, war zu ersehen, dag die Marsober- bestimmung noch nicht geeignet. thermische barometrische (;lichung errech-fliiche sehr unterschiedliche Strukturen auf- Obertlichenstrukturen groger Ausdehnung nen lassen. Weil das optische Fernrohr aufweist: Kraterlandschaften, Gebiete ohne konnten dagegen durch Radarabtastung von jede Stelle der Marsoberflche gerichtet wetr-Kraterspuren, unregelmRilig strukturiertc der lrtlde aus vermessen werden [21, wobei den kann, gibt es keine \on der cMarsachseGelinde und weit aiusgcdehnte, stark ver- die jeweiligen H6henlagen sich als Zeitver- beeinflugten Breirengrenzen wie bei derworfene Zonen I; (vgJ. auch UMS(CIAU splitungen der Radarechos bcmerkbar mach- Beobachtung mit einem Radartleskop. So1972, left 4, S. 1I 9, HeI l 7, S. 206; 1969, ten. Obgleich der auftreffende Radarstrahl kann man wthrend mincr Marsopposition iIotI left 19, S. 616). die gcsamte Marssclheibc iberdeckt, kornnmmr der splektroskopischcn \lethode IetrichliclIic Pho tos en thalten beispielsweise Krater- das fr dife I belisti In i g benutzte chr )aten als m it dert Radara tastl, Crwinde, (;rate und VcrwerfuLngcn mit einer reflcktierte Signal nuIr vIl erdndichsten Punkt halen. Die spcktrks pi schen IolachiungciiAusdelchnung von klein r als ungefir 100 kill. der Marsoberfliiche. D)as bcgrenzte Auf- wurden in den Kitt Peak National ()hscr-l)ie senkrechten I iihen lassen sich mit Ililfe lfisungsvcrmogen des Radarteleskops vetur- vatory i T ucson (Ari /ona) k ilirend desder Schatten- ind Al lbdomessungcnI bestim- sacht eiler Urschrfe d r er tllvo unge- Soii mers 1969 mit eiin Soni irIentelcsk
men. I)agegen sind die liihcenlagen der flihr 300 kill. Die unterschiedlichc Riclhtung gewIne.onnen
thlichenhaften Ausdchnungen mit Durch- der RotationsaclIse des Mars relativ zur Die dritte Technik isi elcntalk spektrosko-nmessern grilfer als etwa 1000 km nicht mef- Belobachtungsstation criglichte die Ver- pischer Art: das Infarot.spektnomc tetr belndetbar, da die Schatten dieser Objekte nicht aus- Inessung der Ge(;biete zwischen 00 und 200 sich jedoch in einem Rautnlschit f 41. Dlie
Bil I: lIohenlinienkarte der Marsoberfl.che, die auf Grund der Radar- end CO2-Alessungen konstruiert wurde. )ie tlobeinie ,a/,t,iosihhetrage I ki. /)ie tthhet erstrecken sic/ V'on -6 kin his z + 12 kt. Dic Nullbdhe in einer isoterinischen Atmosp/i'ue ,E/leit 55 1;b co"die auch demn Marsradius ., 93 kmi entspricht. Dic dicken Linien bezeic nen positive Hi ben, die gestrichelten Linien negative I)hen. )er kreCz-.schraficrte Kreis bei der Linge 2200 kennzeichnet das A ul.un er en ier zusa enegeaJtien Daten Lnd bat cine I)/r/ote i er z'o
etzva 1000 kn. ' 
.
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des Mars-Gravitarionsfeldes ist kirzlich auf
Grund der Bahnst6rungen von Mariner IX
vorgenommen worden. Den Forschern gelang
es, aus den Werten for das Gravirationsfeld
die entsprechenden Oberfliichenh6hen zu
errechnen. Somit ist es nun m6glich, die Er-
gebnisse der H6henmessungen miteinander
zu vergleichen. Bild 3 zeigt die vorliufigen
Werte der Oberfliichenh6hen for die verschie-
denen Megmethoden. Die Kurven reprisen-
tieren Profile, die aus Bild I und der in [51
publizierten Holhenlinienkarre entnommen
d' wurden. Sie folgen den Breitenkreisen auf
50 n6rdlicher und i50 sadlicher Breite. Die
6' Obereinstimmung hinsichtlich der Richtung
der H6henverinderungen von den Kurven
S, ist recht gut. Eine Korrelationsrechnung, die
auf wachsenden H6ihenwerten basiert (Bild 3,
oben), liefert einen Korrelationskoeffizienten
von 70i%.
Si Bild 2: Das vom Computer gezeichnete Reliefinodell Aus Bild I kann gefolgert werden, dag keiner-
der Marsoberflbche. Der waagerecbte Maflstab ist leiZusammenhang zwischcn der Albedo und
etwa 600 mIal so grofl wie der senkrechte. Die ge- der H6he der Oberfldche besteht. Fs gab
rasterten Fldchen sind unbeobachtete Gebiete, deret Kontroversen fiber die Morphologic der
Hdhenlagen gleich Null gesetzt worden sind Aim dunklen Obecrflichengebiete des Mars 161,
Rande des Reliefinodells befinden sich bei 180.u'w. L., die man wie beim Mond ..Maria" ncnnt. Es
ging um die Fragc, ob die dunklen Gebiete
Hoch- oder Tlieflinder sind Wic man aus
Bild .1 crschen kann, kiinnen die dunklen
Gebicte sow'ihl hoch als auch tief liegen,
gcnau so wie (die hellen Gcbietc, dic mcist
als ,Wfistcn" bczeichnct wcrden. Dicscs
27o. Ergebnis ist ein linweis darauf, dal; die
unterschiedliche Helligkeit der Gebicte Jurch
o~ mensetzung der Oberflichen hervorgerufen
60* wird.
Besonderes Interesse gilt den grofsen Land-
20' s. B. sowie bei 150' w. L., 40' n. B. 9Wmassen, den ,, Urkontinenten". Mit Ausnahme
zwei bohe Strukturen, die wahrschein- der Erde und jetzt des Mars sind bisher keine
lich nur vorgetiuscht sind, da die Zahl Kontinente auf anderen Planeten sicher fest-
der Mefipunkte an den Begrenzungen gestellt worden. Es wire denkbar, das auf
des beobachteten Gebietes Jiur eine dem Mars, wi, bei der Erde, cine Kontinen-
sichere Auswertung zu klein ist. N taldrift und Ausbrcitung des Mccresbodens
stattfindet. I)aher wird (ler Mars fOr Geo-
physiker eine neue und wichtige Rolle spic-len. Im Zusammcnhang mit diesen Prozessen
fhlendcn St6rcinflfisse der Lrdatmosphire Mit den gewonnenen Daten ist cine IHi6hen- weisen theoretische Ilcrechnungen daratllhin,l
erlauben eine crhcblich gril6ere Au flisung linienkarte der Oberfliiche (Bild I) vom laR die Konvektion innerhalb des iu eren
der Bcobachtungsobjckte. Nachteilig ist Computer gezcichnet worden. I)ieslben Marsmantel die trcibende Krafti fir grofe
allerdings, daBl nur ein begrenzter Streifen Ergebnisse sind in Form cines Reliefmodells, Krustenbewegungen sein kann 171.
der Marsobecrfliche in cincm cinzigen Vor- das ebenfalls von einem Computer crstcllt .in Vergleich der Photographicn des krater-
beiflug beobachtet wcrden kann. Wegen der worden ist, dargestellt worden (Bild 2). Auf f6rmigen Terrains mit den Erghcnissen tier
Marsrotation wird aber von der Satelliten- der Hf6henlinienkarte sehen wir, dag die Radar- und Infrarotnmcssungen crgibt, dal
sonde im Verlauf cinigcr Tage fast jedcr griten Hihenunterschiede auf dem Mars der Mars cine Obertlichenstrukr hat, die
Punkt der Oberfliche Oberflogen. Die neue- etwa 18 km betragen, wenn wir den G;c- teilweise grogfe Ahnlichkeit mit der des Mon-
sten Messungen von Mariner IX sind leider birgsblock (+12 kin) bei 650 und das Becken des besitzt, aber auch an die Kontincnce der
durch Staubstfrme stark beeintrichtigt. (-6 km) bei 1600 westlicher Linge betrach- Erdoberfliche erinnert.
Die drei Untersuchungsmethoden ergeben ten. Diese Kontinente zwischen 900 und 1300
Daten mit verschiedener Aufl6sung. Die bzw. zwischen 2800 und 3200 sind beide Die hier beschriebenen Untersuchungen wurden
Mariner VI- und VII-Daten erreichen eine fast so grog wie Australien. Das Becken von NASA Grant NGR 05-003-431 gefiirdert. Der
Oberflichenaufl6sung von 130 x 8 km2 . Die zwischen etwa 1500 und 1800 ist grbger Autor dankt Dres.J.-P. Pfeifr und B. Simoneit fir
Aufldsung der Radarergebnisse entspricht als das Mittelmeer, und das groge Zentral- die Hilfe bei der Obertragung des Textes ins
einem Kreis von etwa 300 km Durchmesser becken bei 300 ist breiter als der Atlantische Deutsche.
und die CO2-Mcssungen Von der Erde cinem Ozean.und die C 2- Messungen von der Erde cine  Ozean. Wells, R. A.: Relief-Darstellung der Marsober-
Quadrart von etwa 1000 km Scitenliinge. Um Aus der Oberflichenform ist ferner die so- fWells, che. UMSCHAU 72(1972)elefDarseft 9,der Mars. obe293-295.
eine gute ilbersichtliche Darstellung zu cr- genanne Oberflichen-Harmonik berechnct
halten, werden zweckmigigerweise die I)aten worden, cin mathematischer Ausdruck, der. Summa.y:
aus allen drci Bcobachtungsverfahren in die Abweichungen der wirklichen Marsobecr-
cineni Modell bcrfcksichtigt. I)ie l)atenvei- flchc von der eincer Kugel beschreibt. Aus The Mariner 4. 6, 7 and 9 spacecraft have returnedmany excellent photographs Of the surlace of Mars;
tcilung. hat es crlaubt, das Vcrcinigungsvecr- den harmonischcn Koeffizienten ist schlied- however, it has not been possihle to oburtain if r-
fIhren in 5F-Abstiinden durchzufuhren, wo- lich das Gravitationsfeld des Planeten be- mation from the concerning the relief of large-
durch dann aber die MeRpunkte die geringstc rechnet worden. inc sehr genaue Bestinm- scale surface features. Altitude informlation of theAutl6sung (1000 kin) haben. mung (einschieliich Glieder 6. Ordnung) grosser features of the surface has been derived
294 UMSCHAU 72 (1972) Heft 9
from the two techniques: direct radar-ranging
from the Earth, and infrared CO 2 spectroscopy of
the Martian atmosphere using both Earth-based
and onboard spacecraft spectrometers. These data 8
have been combined into a homogeneous array of SoN
surface heights which has been contoured by a '6
computer. The resulting topographic contour map 4
shows the presence on Mars of block and basin
features that are comparable in areal extent to the 2
continents and ocean basins of the Earth.
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Bild 3: Ein Vergleich der Hdhebestimnluo genc der Malrsoberfidche nacb verschieden
I)r. R. A. Wells, Metbhoden. Die ausgezogene Kurite zeigt.die direkten Hhenmiessctgent der Rddar- nd ltfia-
Space Sciences Laboratory, rotheobachtungen. Die gestrichelte Linie reprdsentiert die Oherjlicbl ohenbden, die aus der
University of California, A nalyse tier Bahtustoruntgen der Marssonde Mariner IX errechner wiurden. Oas HI-henproil
Berkeley, Calif., USA ob,en hzw. unten verldufit entlang 5o n6rdlicher bzw. 150 sfdlicher Breite.
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P. A. Y3JIJI3
TOHOFPAHI, MAPCA IIO AAHHbM HA3EMHBIX
PAAHOJIORAIAHOHHbIX H3MEPERHI IH IO HABJTI0AEMOMY
C 3EMJIlH HC ROCMH'ECRHX AIIIHAPATOB <<MAPHHEP-6
H 7> IIOPJIO0 EHHIO CO2
COBMeCTHo anaJEH3npyloTcR Bee HaBeCTaIe HK naCTOIlqeMy BpeMeHn aaHne o Ba-
pnHagHix BcoT (TonorpaaHH) Mapca, ocpeAHeHHe Ha oAHnaosBx ~wTepaax pa3pe-
meHHJI. YCTaHOBieo, RTO cyumapuan pa3HocT, BLrCOT na Mapce AocTnraeT no'TH
18 Rn, ITO cooTBeTcTByeT aMereHHaM gasBJIeHn (CO 2 ) c 2 m6 Ha BbIcoTe 12 Kn Ao
10 .u6 Ha ypoBHe 6 nu.
MARTIAN TOPOGRAPHY FROM EARTH-BASED RADAR, EARTH-BASED C02,
AND THE MARINER 6 AND 7C0 2 MEASUREMENTS, by R. A. Wells.- All presently
available data sources of martian topographical variations have been combined and
smoothed to the same spatial resolution limit. The total height range on Mars is found-
to be nearly 18 km corresponding to a CO2 pressure range from 2 Mb at 12 km to 10 Mb
at--6 km.
anHime o TonorpaaHm oT~eBIImX o6jacTeAi Ha Mapce 6biCTpO HaRanuHBa-
JEIc, B TeleHe npomegmHx Tpex AeT. 3Ta npo6jeMa npeme 6Eba npeAMeTOM
ocaGTTOHno npoHnBOnRIHLx upenonowenEi [1]. B nacToainiee BpeMq Mop4)o-
JIorHI nOBepxHOCTM Mapca B MacmTa6e uopfgHia 1000 RA MoMerT nH3yaTeeC
c HCnonIJIbBaHIeM TOIHHOi TexHKa x paHoJIoKa1moHHoro aOHHpOBaHHH H
cneH{TpocKonPI02IH x onpeeJIzenfi cogepmann CO, B amrocqepe naHeTbx.
flp c.ocTaBJ.enaH MapcnanRcofi TonorpalHaqecioi xapm nHcnIOJaoBaaniec
MaTepHajL, xoTOpUe noaBo aIHnH UnpoHeTH nepBoe onpegenieue pa3HOCTeBf
B6ICOT no paHoJIoalHOHHbM OTpameHHRM (BLICOTI IIOBepXHOCTei H3Mepq-
1oTCJ no OTCTaBaHH1m BoaBpargaIonlHxcH axo), aT MaTepabI nonyjyHeH HIeT-
TeHraOM n Ap. B 1967 r. [2], PoAmepcow H Ap. n 1969 r. [3], ronJcTefiHoM
H Ap. B 1969 r. [4], RpoMe Toro, HCnonJasoBaJnch pesayaTaT onpegeneni
cogepmaHHnn CO,, nonyqeHniix BeJITOHOM H XaHTeHOM [5] H YanJIcoM [6] A
1969 r., a TaMe onpegeineHnn Eon IecTBa COz no aHHLM rHHn paRpacH x
cneTpoMeTpoB <(MapHHnepa-6 H 7H B 1969 r. [7].
PeaymTam Bapra H Xopga [8], ocHoaanHHe He aHHX cueITpociorHR
B yJ , paBq0o1e ToBoi o6nacT , He ynHThIBaJIHCb HenocpeACTaeHHO uIP pacie-
Tax H3-3a HeonpeeeJIHHOCTH ony1Aemi B npM eHnaBmetic HMH MogejH aT-
MOCeepr . OAHaKo aT p03oayJIbTa HcnoJLaoBaHb gim cpaBBHei C nH)Hpa-
HpacabMH cnexTpaMH, TaR KaK o60HMH HHCTpyMeHTaMH H3aymaJInch IIPHMepHO
oAHH H TO 7Ho oI acT nWHeTL.
CocTa renHe nionoi~ H 6onee TXIoH RapTI pea-sea Ha6moAaeuMix o6 a-
Treii Mapca REnHeOTC ocnonnoi n;eajio Hachonei TraTBR. B CoyUnocTm xapra
npeA~cTaBJesT co6oii npoMemyTouyio cTynea B 60oee geTanbeoM rapMonHqe-
CoM aaamaHe noBepxnocTc, OTopIAi aBTop nHaeewTC ony6JIHKOBaTL B Hea~aIe-
KOM GyjpyugeM.
AaHHbIe opmHrHaIbHLx HCTOlHHKOB pacupegeJIeHhI BecbMa nepaBHoMepno
B npegenax nonaAH iaHeTMi, orpamHH eHHoi npHMepio 500 ceBepHok H 20'
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Pac. 2. HapTa IIOBCPXHOCTLI Nlapca B 1430JIIIHHqX 110 BbICOTam, HIMPHOR11POBaiiijbim na 6a3e Aaii[ILIX, BbIpanicimbix na np Bmahnoil
ceTFe pa3mepoi3 5' X 5'. Cunomitbic jinuipm COOTBeTCTBYIOT 110,710;HHTe."IbliblAl BbICOTam, upepblBHCTbIC - OTpugaTeilblfbTM BbICOTam'. jait-
Hbl6 qeThIpeX HCTOqHHHOB, orwy;i gae.NMIX B Tel;CTC, Heoftogtimbix jAAH COCTaB..emiff DTOR i;apTbl, 6bijiu o6%ejiiHeHLr CTaT]ICTllqeCH14.
3aMTPHXOBaifHbiri npyr ciieiia COOTBeTCTByeT iipH6all;HeHHOMY pa3.mel)y .3JIeMeHTd pa3peineHiiq. Oco6erillOCTII meBbEae, wm ripejeabi
J)a3PelUC-IIHH, MOrYT 6LITT iieAeACTJ3RTeJlbnbimu. TaK Re C OCTOPO RHOCTW (-,iegyeT OTfIOCHTbCJq H aaemeliTam, COOTBeTOTBYIOMIINI 1130JI14-
naam Ha upaqx pa.iBePTOK B CeBePHOji it IMEHOR UOJIYC4)epaX
wac. 3. Mojgexb TIoBepxHOCTH Mapea, cxgeanaa n H ailbe-Maie nlo Aalimm piic.
3 Ta Tpexmepiiaq mogeaJb o6eduemnBaeT 6ojibiyjo HarauIAnOCT1 H3MeRH llOoiepx-
HOCTH. B 3aaTpHXOBaHHoH ujnollgaA Ha6monoxeia OT~CYTCTBYIOT
IIOCROJIbI~y paftoHij Ha6AuogeHHfi nepe~pu~ioalTq OT HOIIII R HO'1H. TaK Hal
nepexpb~iHe no goairoM He 5IB3ji8TCHI HOJIUbIM, ne3aBHCHmoe a6cornornoe
cpaB~eHne c Ha3eMHLJMil paAL~ojioHaHHoHHMIMH AaH~BIMH He llpe1CTaBJI18TCJA
Bo3momIIimM. OgHal~o aBTOPM pagioj1o~aIqHoHHbIX Ha6juoOeHHfi He- HIHBOAI)T
CBegeHRui o6 II3MepHOmom OTJIJ1OHeHHH ge~HTpa T5VHeCTh OT reomeTpH-qec~oro
i~eiirpa Mapca, lloTomy Mbi nupane HcfIlJb3oBaTb paAojo~aiioHHweg.aHHbme
B npe~ea~ax 0-21o N ipomim oiH Ope~eHH BeaiHIIBHm C B ypaBHeHHH (2),
rnpH HomoUixI RoToporo m02*Ho 6bLTIO 6bi paeG'lHTaTb a6coJiioTHyTO <CIueRTPOCHo-
nwl'eCRYIO)) BblcoTy. B aTom cniyqae BbIC.OTh, onlpe~e~ieHnble no norjionkeHulo
C0 2, TO'IHO HOPMI4POBaHm H pak~oi~lYOHI gaHHwm.
Ha pile. 1 uao6panenM napuaiquH cojiepinaH~q CO, Hag cpegHefi lloBepx-
HocThio B iipegeiiax 0-21O N IIUPOTbI B CpaBHeHHH C opaHHaJlbHbimR AaH-
ilbIi pa~joaqoni i3Me~eHfi4 [2, 3], oviocqigiuca R Troi w*e nao]igaH.
AaHHbie no0 C0 2 , uojiy-ieHHbie <(Mapnnepom-7)a, Ta~me 61,MHi HopmHpoBaHBI
H pagHojioH~1rHoHHbIm H3mepeHI4HM [2, 3]. 3 TY oua3a710Cb B03NIOW{HIM 6Jaaro-
gapH ABym llepeupbuRn5m noJIoc (Mapui~epa-6 n, -7)) c pagffoTjioHBIgHOHHbIMH
paanepT~amH.
PaguoaJoanuaoHnne gannue, noryqeHbiae roJIWTeRHom uA Ap. [4]; Aonojim-
Ho yJ~oBAiTBOPHTeJlbHO COr.iacyioTcq G AGHHLMH IlHerwenrwla H gp. [2] Hi PoA-
mepea it jp. [3]; oguaiwo He6oa~bmaa IHOJIOWKHTeJnhHa Roppeiua noipsu~a
0.7 icx EaHHbix FOJICieia cyIIkeCTBeHHo yjiyiiiaeT AOllOJIHHTeJILHO OTMe'IeH-
Hoe coriiaconaHHe.
HepeA cr.aMRnanuemi C HCHOJIbMoBaHmem ypaBHeHHI{ (1) nee HUM~Igu~leC
B namem paCdnopnuenuu peayaL~ami 6burn UPHBegeH IK H ~oi~aHHH
Hyjieiaomy ypoBHio. )lanuue Bcex qeTLIpex rpynuu 6WJI 3aTeM 0#bO)egnHeHU~ c
llOMO~I~bIO ypaB~en (1). PeaLTaT iaoHa3an Ha pflC. 2. CnaJomiHmMH naojlH.
iHmjH 13o6paHenbl BO3BLmHeHR, lpepLTBHCTbMU - Diia~lnbi. HbH6ojiee npH-
nioAHuuTx y-qaCTHR! naueTM B npepejiax Tharsis H Tempe - OT 7 go, 12 nit.
HaH6ojiee onylneHni yqacmiR pacnoaomeua B Memnonia' - ouojio -6 nx
CymmapHmAii epeniaA BLICOT paBilieTCH 18 1t. ]a COOTheTCTByeT u3meHeHHIo
Aaailuua qHCTOi CO-. OT -~ 2 &6 go -~ 10 u6.
ID.0* f
Ha pac. 3 IIoaama MoAeAL noBepxHocTH, HaroToMaeHIaH ma naune-Maine,
no aHHLIM pic. 2. IIepenaAw Bwcor Ha aToRi ~pexMepoiH Md~eJI 6oJeeHariNrgim.
flpeTaaIerT HHTepec cpaaeHme xapr c TO'uaMH KacaaH cHrHaoB
c <<MapHHeponB. Ha mec T To'qre c aMapepon 
-4, -6 H -7 TOJIbKO o&ana no-
naAaeT HnocpeAcTBeHHO a upexeant RapTb. BTo TRa BXOJAa B paAOTrenH
<Mapiuepa-6> c KoopApHaTaMH 3.70 N; 4.3'W; aBJneHHe B aTro ToWUe5.5 - 0.5 .i6 [ 10]. OHO COOmercTByeT BLICOTHOMy HarepBay 0 -- 1 r~n; na
nape TOna pacuojnocea xe~,y H30om HaM 0 xi IEjC. YmrmIan, wo Me-TOA KaCaTeJ1HWHX ToIeK OCHOBbIBaOTCH Ha TaHreHEmaJRHOM RacaHH nJiHrae-TapHoro aRM6a, co naee caezeyeT crHTaTL BecbM y~oBJeTBopwreJn ,nuM.
JeTa rbAr i arrHaiHa CIIOHOB, XoppeaB la BIcCOT H KpyTHaBU CEJIOHOB C
aJb6ego noBepxHocr H gaanbe rapMonhaecroro aHaJIH3a 6yAyT onIy6JIHRO-
BaHLI IIO3AHee. MOmHO, oAEiano, npPHiTH K 3aimIOgevHIO, TDo, DO-BHAHMOMy,
He GyIecT yeT eBa3H mei2y BIACOTaMH x KpyTH3rano C uIOHOB, c ogxoi cTopo-HIb, H aJIb6eAo noBepxHocTH - c Apyroi. MaxcnHauiJ mit yaIon (no BOe Be-
pORITHOCIr, nopRrga 30) xapaK epen Ar BocToroIoi 'xacTH Syrtis Major n
oRoIo 1o ,aIII Ior-o-3anaAHrro CjIOHa BOBMImeHHCTH Tharsis H BOCTOIHOii
acTHa Hellas - Hellespontus. HaJinae pynHIX 6JIOKOB H 68acefiHOB BaM4pce, no-aHHMOMy, 06aaaHo aBOJIIOIHn BHYTpeHHHX iacTuei Ianie I. BmecTe
co. cAeiaHmMH <MapHnepaMHa orTorpaHaxH Banoa IeHofi MHOmeCTBOM
EpaTepo nosBepx)ocTH 3TOT (aXT CBHeTedTCTayerT TOM, rTO Mape RBslu eTcH
rI6pirHOk naaHe Mofi enwy 3MJxeii H JIyHoi a reo4)ii3HecK oM c MbIJIe 3BO-
zn>iOoHHux upoeccon.
ABTop 6iarogapHT M. AJ( C. BeJITona H J. M. XaTreaa 3a upeocTaBJIeH-
HYo BO3MOMHOCTI HCOnbaOBaT, Hx O6opygOBaHHHe a y acTHne B OKOHqa-
TeJniofi o6pa6o0Te HaMepeHai COs c 3eMaxH; r. X. leTTeHrjia H A. E. E. Po-)Hepac 3a npeoeTaaeaByo Heouny6mnHoBaHNyio HnopMar mo paxIooxaiq-
OHHa X HaMepexaii 1967 H 1969 rr., P. M. roJICTeTiH 3a paAHOJOKiaLHOHHbIe
AaxInue 1969 r.; I. C. Xepp H r. C. H-lMeHreJr sa coracme IHCnox3onBaTb
aHHHxiue HKC (MapHOepoB-6 a 7* H C. A. BapT n C. Y. Xopg sa cnoJ b3OBaH--
Hue Y(D-cneTrpbi ((MapaHepoB-6 a 7. ABTOp TaXme 6.aarogapHr B. Buresa
aa noMonb upH nepeBoe cTaThH Ha pycCKHwf aYaR.
JIa6opaTopHq KOCMH'RecKHX iccegOBaHHaIfi IocTynana a B pe aPHioKaJaHopHuficanA yHHBepcnTeT I amo.a 1971 r.Bepuan, KanamopHna 94720
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PHYSICAL SCIENCES limb of the planet; what is the planetocentric location of the
occurrence; the season of the Martian year; and the telescopic
Mars: Are Observed White Clouds colour appearance of the phenomenon (if available) at the timethe photograph was made, compared with the brightness of
composed of H 20? the polar cap ?
MARTIAN clouds have been classified' into Type I, which are More complete details of Martian clouds and their detection,
visible at short optical wavelengths, and become gradually including the new lists, will be published later.
invisible as the wavelength increases; and Type II, which are The revised list of white clouds contains 252 occurrences
visible at long wavelengths, and fade into invisibility when the which are divided as follows: telescopic reports in the litera-
wavelength decreases. The three principal kinds of observed ture in which colour distinction and identification as a cloud
Martian clouds-yellow, white, and blue-can be categorized rely solely on the original observer (1858-1941), 27%;
as Type 1, blue; and Type II, yellow and white. This distinc- photographic plates in which I made identifications according
tion is essential. Yellow and white clouds are classified to the guidelines established previously (1937-1963), 40%; and
together because they are visible in the same wavelength range; identification by polarimetric methods (1954-1971), 33%. The
yellow clouds are dust clouds and will not be described percentage categories are listed according to increasing accu-
here. racy of identification as white clouds. In those instances where
The composition of white and blue clouds is uncertain, the years of observation overlap the different methods, some
although their physical distinction has been evident for some clouds were identified by more than one method. This provided
time2 (Fig. 1). The positive polarization branch for blue a valuable cross-check on the reliability of the less accurate
clouds between phase angles 0 ° and 20' implies that they are means of identification.
made up of much smaller particles than white clouds, whose I previously made a comparison 4 between the latitudinal dis-
polarization over the same phase angle range is negative. This tribution of white cloud occurrences on Mars and the early water
property explains the separate spectral categorization: smaller vapour data of Schorn et al.5. In the region of the Martian
particles 'scatter shorter wavelengths more efficiently than orbit where their spectra overlapped the cloud distributions, the
larger particles. I have revised my lists of white cloud occurren- frequency of white clouds in the northern hemisphere was between
ces that have been observed on Mars for the past century3 by three and four times larger than in the southern hemisphere.
measuring the areographic coordinates of the clouds listed in At the same time, water vapour was more prevalent in the
Table IIb of ref. 3 on photographic plates of Mars, and examin- northern hemisphere, indicating that Martian white clouds
ing the instances of clouds which have been measured polari- could be composed of water. But the spectral H 20 data were
metrically. not very extensive in seasonal coverage so that agreement
between white cloud frequencies and the abundance of water
vapour could have been fortuitous. Since then, Barker et al.'
have summarized all available H 20 data up to 1969 in the form
of a seasonal coverage chart. These data have been revised
2 f and extended to 1971 by Tull'.
I have made a direct comparison of these data with observed
/ white cloud frequencies (Fig. 2) by plotting H 20 abundances/ and white cloud frequencies against L,, the planetocentric
1 longitude of the Sun (the heliocentric orbital longitude of Mars,0 , and the planetocentric longitude of the Sun are approxim-
_ ately related by 11= L,+ 850). The 252 clouds were counted in
180 intervals of heliocentric longitude, and the points of the
frequency polygon were plotted on the interval mid-points in
terms of L,. On the right ordinate, the relative cloud frequency
scale has been adjusted by prior sliding of overlay plots so that
the variations in cloud frequency and H20 vapour can be seen
S3 to best advantage.
Phase angle The top diagram shows the cloud frequencies compared with
Fig. I --- , Polarization of Martian blue clouds: - , polar- the original 120 measurements. The filled circles in the range
ization of Martian white clouds according to Dollfus'. Com- 280 <L. < 3600 are recent observations from the 1971 Mars
pare the branches between phase angles 0* and 20*. apparition. Those points enclosed within the dashed-line
envelope represent measurements made between October 1971
The value of polarization as a function of phase angle pro- and January 1972 during the maximum activity of the yellow
vides a nearly unambiguous means of distinguishing between * dust storm which enveloped the planet during this period.
white, blue, or yellow clouds, thin atmospheric veils, and surface These observations reflect only the H 20 vapour above the
frost deposits. Yellow and white clouds and surface frost have yellow clouds'. Observations of global CO 2 pressures 8 and.
similar appearances on black and white photographic plates, the Mariner 9 photography 9 during the same period indicate
and in the absence of polarization data supplementary infor- that the tops of the yellow clouds are at an altitude of either
mation must be used to help distinguish the type of pheno- 10 km or 40 km depending on whether a single- or multiple-
menon. For example, does the phenomenon occur on the scattering layer model is used.
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Fig. 2 Global white cloud frequency distri- -0
bution based on 252 occurrences around the 12
Martian oibit compared with the observed 40
abundance of water vapour as a function of - 0
season on Mars. In the upper diagram, 30- R 0.74 * , 8
vertical arrows point downwards from upper ,6 o
limits, Schorn et al.5; x. 9, Schorn et al. --*--
O, Owen" 9 ; +, (, Tull' 6 : 0, Kaplan et 2 -
al.2 0; 0, Barker et al.6 ; 4, Tull and Bar- to
ker'. In the middle diagram, the cloud
frequency (@--O) is compared with a 5-point 0
running average of the H 20 data (0 - --) N cap S cap cap 50
in the upper diagram, omitting the points
enclosed by the dashed envelope. The lower 40 40
diagram shows the polar caps diminishing
with season as determined by Antoniadi". 30 30
.- 2%. 20
0 40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 360
L, (degree)
The other five points between about L,=3500 -360
0 
refer to CO2, although theory admits a two-layer model composed of
observations made towards the end of February and the both frozen COz and H 20 ice. Also, recent measurements'"
beginning of March 1972 after the dust storm had subsided. from Mariner 9 have indicated the presence of H 20 vapour
The middle diagram shows the distribution of cloud frequen- over the south polar area.
cies compared with a five-point running average of the H20 It is interesting to compare H 20 abundances with those of
data points in the upper diagram. The ten points enclosed by white clouds as a function of latitude on Mars. Tull'
6 has
the envelope in the top diagram were omitted from this averag- published H 20 abundances distributed by latitude and meas-
ing process because of the influence of the dust storm. ured on 2 days separated by a month in March and April 1969.
During this period, Mars ranged from about 112180 to 231*
heliocentric longitude. Two 180 intervals contain a statistically
Table 1 Rank Correlations and Significance Levels for Figs. 2 and 3 significant cloud count corresponding closely to these dates,
11216 0 to 2330 andrq234 0 to 251l.
Signifi- Normal Spear- Calc. Null In these intervals 43 clouds occurred and are divided 
as
cance z man's No. s.e. z hypothesis follows: telescopic reports in classical literature, 12%; identi-
level deviate R ranks deviate rejected fication by photographs, 39%; and identification by polar-
0.200 0.67 ization, 49%. Clouds were counted in 10' latitude intervals
0.100 1.65 (Fig. 3).0.74 20 0.229 3.23 Yes
0.050 1.96 0.56 7 0.408 1.37 No
0.94 6 0.447 2.10 Yes
0.010 2.58 40 - 12
0.001 3.29 30 O30 
1
A peak in cloud frequency of 9.5% at L, = 2110 appears to be 6 t
out of place. .It would have been desirable to have had more --
H 20 data between L,= 1501-2301
, but it is clear that the varia- I I I
tions in cloud frequencies are correlated with those of the H 20
abundances. For if intervals of cloud frequency are ranked by 50- R 0.56
increasing frequency with the corresponding increases in H 2 0 4 R' 0.94
abundances, Spearman's rank correlation gives R=0.74. 10 *
An exact test for the level of significance of the rank correla- 30- 0-
tion coefficient is laborious since there are 20 ranks; however, 20
if the standard error of R is approximated by (n- 1)-' ' = 0.229 6
for the n ranks, then the normal z deviate is 0.74/0.229= 3.23. t4
The significance test rejects the null hypothesis because at the I
1% level z= 2.58 and at the 0.1%, level = 3.29 (Table 1). I -6 o -51) -30 2 10 0 0 It 
20 Jo 40 51) )
therefore conclude that the correlation between white cloud S Latitulet dgrcc) N
frequencies and H 20 abundances is significant. Fig. 3 0-,, White cloud frequencies distributed by latitude
The bottom diagram of Fig. 2 shows the decreasing size of for the portion of the Martian orbit between r216i-
2 51
'
the Martian north and south polar caps with season"o. Clearly compared with the 1120 aundancesdetermined by Tull'. In
more 1120 and white clouds occur in the atmosphere when the the upper diagram, observations for March 27 are denoted 
by
t 12 and for April 28 by 0. In the lower diagram, the cloud
polarcap size is at a minimum. It is known from observation'"" frequency (0-0) is compared with a 5-point running average
and theory' 't that the Martian polar caps are primarily frozen (O --- O) of the H2O data in the upper diagram.
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The filled circles in the upper diagram are Tull's 1-120 Tull, R. G., and Barker. E. S., Ground-Based Photoelectric
abundances for March 27, the open circles for April 28. In the Alhas~mr. tif 1120 on Mars dihori the Mlariner 9 Encounter
lower diagram a 5-point running average has been applied to 8 P(Arkir. Asron. SD., and Hivunten, 1nc. M., Sci. onence, 175, 323(1972).
the H 20 data. Over lhe portion of the diagram from about 9 Masursky, i., et al., Science, 175, 294 (1972).
- 300 S to about 250 N, the correspondence between the cloud 10 Antoniadi, E. M., La Plante Mafars (lerimann, Paris, 1930).
frequencies and H20 abundances is quite good. " Herr, K. C., and Pimcntel, G. C., Science, 166, 496 (1969).
In the lower diagram, there are 7 frequencies between - 250 S 13 Leiehon R. B., . C. , S ci, nce, 153, 136 (1966).
and 35" N which have matching HzO0 data. But for these 7 1' Lcovy, C. B., and Miniz, Y., J. Almos. Sci., 26, 1167 (1969),
ranks Spearman's correlation coefficient is only 0.56. For less " Hanel, R. A., et al., Science, 175, 305 (1972).
than 10 ranks a significance test may not be valid; however, line 16 Tull, R. G., Icarus, 13, 43 (1970).
2 of Table I gives the standard error and calculated z deviate. 1 Herrss, S. C., and Pimental, G. C., Science, 167, 47 (1970).
The calculated value, 1.37, does not exceed that expected for the t9 Owen, T, ., Science, 165,  893 (1969).
10% significance level; therefore, the null hypothesis cannot 20 Kaplan, L. D., Miinch, G., and Spinrad, H., Astrophys. J., 139, 1
be adequately rejected. On the other hand, if only the 6 (1964).
points between + 250 latitude are ranked with the correspond-
ing water vapour data, R'=0.94. In that case the calculated z
deviate, 2.1, exceeds the 5% level and is close to the 2%, level;
hence, this correlation is probably significant (Table 1).
It is not necessarily the case that observed cloud frequencies
will always follow H 20 abundances. In Fig. 2, for example,
the trends are averaged over an entire Martian year; in Fig. 3,
the trend is a monthly average. Many atmospheric conditions
will affect the rates ofcondensation and/or sublimation and thus
cloud formation. In particular; the severe drop in cloud fre-
quency between latitudes 350 and 450 N poses an interesting
problem. It suggests that perhaps some atmospheric process
is suppressing cloud formation, other factors being equal.
But an equally vexing problem is posed by the apparent rise in
cloud frequency in the opposite hemisphere at -350 S latitude,
if indeed this is real. Over this range of the Martian orbit,
the northern hemisphere is experiencing summer, while the
southern hemisphere is in winter. This fact may affect the
vertical timperature profiles and hence the H 20 condensation
rates which could explain the cloud frequency peak in the one
hemisphere and the minimum in the other.
Although Martian white cloud frequencies tend to follow the
distribution of'HO2 both seasonally and latitudinally on the
planet, which strongly suggests that most white clouds are
formed from water vapour, evidence for the composition of
the blue clouds is still lacking.
Polarization data (Fig. 1) indicated that blue clouds are com-
posed of much smaller particles than white clouds. This dis-
tinction implies either a different composition for blue clouds
or a different physical environment in which they form, or
both. The observation by Herr and Pimentel" of solid CO 2
crystals above the planetary limb during the flights of Mariners
6 add 7 and the meteorological analysis of this observation by
Hess"' indicate the possibility of two layers of condensation on
Mars. Hess"8 pointed out that if C02 condensation takes
place in the upper atmosphere of Mars, then H 20 condensation
at lower levels is almost a certainty. So it is possible therefore
that Martian blue clouds are composed of CO ice.
I thank R. G. Tull for an advanced copy of the Martian H 2 0
observations conducted at MacDonald Observatory and the
seasonal coverage chart, and A. Dollfus for permitting examin-
ation of the detailed collection of polarization measurements
and the photographic plates at the IAU Mars Data Centre,
Observatoire de Paris, Meudon. This investigation was
supported by a NASA grant.
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Martian, Lunar, and Terrestrial
Crusts: A 3 -Dimcensional Exercise
in Comparative Geophysics
Five years ago Runcorn (1967) wrote that '... the possibility of convection makes
a careful study of planetary surfaces for indications (however different from those
of the Earth's surface) of internal activity, volcanic or tectonic, even of the most
feeble kind, of great scientific significance.'
Although covering only about 10% of the Martian surface, the photographs
returned by Mariners 4, 6, and 7 revealed little in the way of internal crustal activity.
Some tectonic evidence in the form of parallel lineaments and polygonal crater walls
was all that could be gleaned from these photographs pertaining to internal mecha-
nisms at work on Mars.
However, this situation changed dramatically even with the first few photographs
of the surface taken by Mariner 9 after the planet-wide dust storm cleared in mid-January 1972. These photographs revealed indisputable calderas with all of the
terrestrial morphology present: rising shields surmounted by lava channels, theprimary caldera with smaller subsidiary craters in their floors, stepped benches on
the inside of crater walls, and both arcuate and radial fault patterns surrounding
each province. Later photos showed widespread. lava flows, sinuous lunar-like
rilles, large-scale fractures, and massive faulting and slumping. In one case in parti-
cular, a rift zone was discovered near the Martian equator extending 5000 km in a
nearly east-west direction with widths approaching 100 km. The depth of the mainfracture varied from 2 to 7 km along this length. 5000 km on Mars is approximately
800 of longitude, nearly a quarter of the distance around the circumference. Thus,
the feature is even more imposing than the East African Rift System.
In a large proportion of photographs, many features were clearly controlled by atectonic grid pattern indicating orthogonal sub-surface prestressing prior to the
eventual surface expression. (See McCauley et al. (1972) for photo geology.)
The major geological feature on Mars can be summarized with one word-
volcanism. Although this revelation does not necessarily imply that convective
processes have operated in the Martian mantle, it nevertheless points to far more
crustal activity than had been supposed.
Prior to these later discoveries, the author (Wells, 1969a, b, 1971) put forward thehypothesis of continental drift and sea-floor spreading to account for presumed
continental-type blocks and basin structures on Mars. This hypothesis gained support
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Martian, Lunar and Terrestrial Crusts 1101
when actual blocks and basins were eventually mapped (Wells, 1969c, 1971, 1972)on a scale whose areal extent matched the blocks and basins of the Earth. The Martianfeatures were revealed in a contour map (Wells, 1972) prepared from the combination
of Earth-based radar ranging data, Earth-based CO, pressure measurements overresolved Martian areas, and the Mariner 6 and 7 IRS and UV pressure determinations
along limited tracks on the Martian surface.
_ .Z
FIGURE 2 Perspective views of the Earth, Mars, and the Moon drawn by computer from the same50 grid arrays used to construct the contour maps shown in Fig. I. Views are looking towards theSE from a point inclined 20' to the horizontal. The vertical scale has been exaggerated twice and is thesame for each body to permit direct comparisons. However, the blocks seen on Mars at 1800, 200 S;1500, 450 N; and 2450, 40' N are artifacts produced by the lack of reliable data at the map edges inthese areas. For Mars and the Moon, the flat, stippled areas denote unobserved regions and are setat the zero level; hence, slopes bordering their edges are fictitious.
FIGURE 1 Contour maps of the Earth, Mars, and the Moon. The zero level refers-to the mean radiusof each body. For the Earth, the 1 grid data of Lee & Kaula (1967) were processed onto a 50 grid andeach data point smoothed to a resolution of 1000 km so that the scale of the contour map would bethe same as for Mars. The lunar contour map was prepared from the A.C.I.C. (Meyer & Rufin,1965) sclenodetic control measurements in the same manner. The 1000 km resolution is denoted bythe cross-hatched circle at the left of each map. The computer contour program is based on linear
interpolation between adjacent grid points.
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The data from this contour map have been plotted by a computer in the form of a
three-dimensional perspective view. Similarly, the total Earth topography (Lee &
Kaula, 1967) and the selenodetic altitude measurements of the lunar front-face(Meyer & Ruffin, 1965) were processed by the same equations to the same scale
used for the preparation of the Martian contour map.
Figure 1 compares the contour maps of the Earth, Mars, and the Moon preparedin this fashion. South is placed at the top to conform with the Astronomical con-
vention of depicting maps of the Moon and planets. The cross-hatched circle on the
left of each contour map represents the resolution (1000 km) of each data point in
the 5' grid of values contoured by the computer. This resolution is set by the best
available for the Martian contour map. The zero level in each case refers to the mean
radius of the body concerned.
Figures 2 and 3 show the comparison of the large-scale features in perspectivefor the three bodies. Vertical scales are the same for each of the three views to permit
FIGURE 3 Perspective views of Earth, Mars, and the Moon rotated 900 with respect to Fig. 2. The
views are looking towards the SW from an elevation angle of 20*.
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FIGURE 4 A comparison of the hypsometric curves of the Earth, Mars, and the Moon prepared by
tracing the contours of Fig. 1 on an equal area projection. The abscissa denotes the areal frequency
and the ordinate the altitude of the surface. The fractional areas mapped for each body are listed with
the symbol definitions in the inset. Zero altitude refers to the mean radius of the body concerned.
a direct comparison of the sizes of the features seen. Grid intervals are 5' in both
latitude and longitude for each case.
It is evident that the blocks and basins on Mars are more nearly comparable with
those on the Earth than with those on the lunar crust which reveals only gradual
undulations. The range of heights for the Earth is 11 km; for Mars 18 km; and for
the Moon 5 km.
Hypsometric analyses of the three contour maps drawn on an equal area pro-
jection are given in Fig. 4. An interpretation of the nature of the peaks in areal
frequency as a function of altitude in terms of isostatic mechanisms cannot be made
without supplementary information regarding the density, temperature, and composi-
tional distributions within the bodies. However, a bi-modal distribution does imply
a change in slope from the highest features to the low points of basins; whereas a
unimodal distribution signifies a constant slope from the tops of the highest areas
to the bottoms of the lowest regions. Thus, Fig. 4 also implies that the Martian
crust is, at least geometrically, more like the Earth than the Moon.
The presence of large-scale blocks and basins on Mars, and the recently detected
widespread volcanism, extensive faulting and rifting of the Martian crust do not,
of course, guarantee a 'continental drift and sea-floor spreading' theory for Mars,
which may be even more difficult to firmly establish than it has been in the terrestrial
C.D. (2) 16
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case; but they at least strongly suggest that Mars has at some time in its history
undergone formative processes similar to those of the Earth.
Within the next few years, the study of the Martian crust and the development of a
Martian geophysics will undoubtedly provide valuable information of interest to
the terrestrial environmental sciences.
A more complete discussion of Martian geophysics, including current spacecraft
results integrated with past Earth-based observations, can be found in Wells (1973).
Supported by NASA grant NGR 05-003-431.
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Text In the past twenty years, published investigations concerning
the planet Mars have steadily increased. Through the successes
of a number of American and Soviet space probes, knowledge of
the Martian surface and atmosphere has been brought into sharper
focus than ever before. This text deals with the basic Earth-
based research conducted during this period with references to
classical problems and integrates these results with those
obtained from spacecraft observation.
The following topics are among many discussed: The Chemical
Composition and Physical Properties of the Atmosphere presents
a summary of spectroscopic investigations; deals with the chief
optical influence of the atmosphere which is characterized by
Mie suspensions of fine dust particles; and presents statistics
of principal cloud occurrences (yellow-dust particles and white
H20 crystals).
The Nature of the Surface discusses the geochemical compositional
inferences from visible and near-infrared reflection spectra;
Page 2.
presents the morphology of the polar caps and surface from
Mariners 4, 6 and 7 near-encounter photos and a large selection
of the most intriguing of the Mariner 9 photos; and shows the
classical problem of the so-called "oases and canal" system
resolved into low albedo floored craters, low albedo collared
volcanic calderas, and chains of large-diameter craters and low
albedo terrain alignments.
The Topography and Geophysics of Mars. The topography of the
surface is treated at length and contour maps of surface
elevations are given with respect to a sphere, the solid-surface
triaxial ellipsoid figures, and the dynamic ellipsoid or
"areoid". Also discussed are observations of the Martian
gravity field calculated from perturbations on the orbits of
Mariner 9; the non-hydrostatic figure of Mars which is shown from
Mariner 9 occulation measurements to be real and to agree
essentially with the Earth-based optically determined flattening
of the planet; gravity anomalies and areal frequency distri-
butions of surface elevations which show that Mars possesses
blocks and basins similar to the terrestrial continents and
ocean basins; and, finally, the relationship between the gravity
field and stresses in the crust calculated and related to
convextion in the mantle and its implications of possible
continental drift on the surface.
Each chapter contains an extensive bibliography. The text is
profusely illustrated and contains fold-out charts of the
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airbrush renditions of the Mariner 9 photomosaic coverage of
the whole planet.
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